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Editorial 
Nexus is 27 years old-quite an achievement 
for a literary journal. Most magazines-of any 
type-are lucky to stay around for 10 years. So, 
we feel that 27 years is worthy of some hype and 
some pride. Nexus has been an award-winning 
publication for at least the past ten years and those 
involved have always strived to present readers 
with work that enlightens and entertains. 
Now, as most of you are aware, Wright State is 
having more than its share of budget difficulties, 
finding itself in the unenviable position of having 
to cut many areas and lay off many people in a 
frantic effort to balance its budget. (Why anyone 
didn't see this coming is beyond me; this country 
has been in a recession for only the past two years. 
You'd think someone could have said, "Maybe we 
should stop spending all this money and building 
new buildings until we find out what's going to 
happen.") This situation has affected everyone, 
including Nexus, one of only three student 
organizations, out of about 160, that were looked 
at as opportunities for revenue. This situation has 
caused all of us to examine ourselves closely and 
to come up with reasons why we are important. 
In a nutshell, Nexus, and other journals 
like it, provides a means of self-expression. It 
allows artists and writers-or anyone-to share 
experiences with others, tell stories, and say things 
they've always wanted to say and get away with 
it (much like I'm doing right now). Nexus is a 
voice-the creative voice for those on Wright 
State's campus, and elsewhere, who want to speak 
out. This outlet is terribly important in the type of 
society in which we live. 
The way I see it, we live in a terribly repressed 
society ingrained with a set of neo-Puritan values 
that discourage originality and the free use of the 
imagination. The majority of people in this society 
tend to take things much too seriously because 
of those values. They live solely in the present, 
concerned with the material, with little or no eye 
toward the future; and they are afraid of change 
and try very hard to avoid it. They deal only in 
fact and resist taking a chance based on their 
imagination or dreams. At least that's what I see 
and I am as much a product of this society as you 
are. 
I know I'm not telling you anything you don't 
already know, and I know the majority does not 
include everyone. There are many who still wish 
to create, using their imaginations and originality; 
who look to the future with at least a small bit 
of hope; who look at change as positive and as 
a challenge; and who are willing to dream and 
believe without the slightest need for evidence. 
Most of you reading this belong to that special 
group, and despite my own sarcasm and cynicism, 
I boldly include myself among those of you who 
see beyond today. 
And that is why Nexus continues to be an 
important outlet for writers and artists who 
wish to creatively express themselves. And that 
includes Wright State students. This budget 
business has also made us realize that we must 
be more open and responsible to the work of 
students. In the past few years, the editors have 
disregarded and even ignored student work, at 
times returning very negative feedback. But I've 
changed that attitude. Now, that doesn't mean 
we'll publish everything that comes in from 
students, but we will publish a majority. And any 
material we return will have positive feedback 
meant to encourage that writer or artist to work 
a little harder and then try again. 
We know there's a lot of good work out there­
and work that could be good-and we want to see 
it. But that presents another problem in itself-we 
just don't see very much student work. And that 
brings us to the good stuff. 
For the first time in several years, Nexus will be 
co-sponsoring with the Department of English a 
literary contest for Wright State students only in 
an effort to get you to submit your work. We 
haven't quite worked out all the details yet, but we 
do know that there will be two categories, fiction 
and poetry, and cash prizes will go to the winners 
in each category. The winners will be announced 
in the final issue of the year. More details and 
deadlines will be announced next issue. 
So, that should encourage, if not inspire, you to 
bring your work to us. And if this doesn't prove to 
you that we want to see your work, then I don't 
know what will. Oh yeah... the deadline for the 
next issue is February 7, 1992. 
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Desert View 
David Sun Jun Hwang 
Dav~d su.n Jun Hwang attends Wright State 
University and is originally from Korea. He 
works for The Guardian as a photographer. 
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On the Road Again 
David Mouat 
"On the road again ... " 
Frankly, I don't know the words to the song. 
However, I once kn w the song better than most 
p ople alive, because every time I started down a 
Western highway, that was my "get-going-really­
rolling-rolling-and-rolling-along" song which I 
sang and whistled and hummed and ran through 
my gut and mind for at least the first 400 miles. 
Lord knows how many times I rolled down the 
road selling corn in Wyoming, Idaho, and Oregon. 
Now then, I might start a new tune after the first 
fifteen miles, but I had the free and easy gift of 
humming and singing as many as twenty-five 
(sometimes a hundred!) songs simultaneously, 
without doing justice to any of them but "On the 
Road Again." You see, my rendition cleverly 
plagiarized all the lyrics and the rough and fine 
variations of all the songs I might hum, plus all 
the other notes and words I might invent upon 
the spur of each moment. 
So, what's going on here? 
To be truthful, I'm using up time on my way to 
pick up my daughter at college, sort of like when 
on Thursday night and Friday morning I did time 
in jail for DWI, but now I'm on the road again, 
using what little of the road is left for me. 
But what about the old Indian gentleman I 
picked up last night? Let's not neglect him! For 
now, just know he's driving Oldsmobile 
somewhere between Rapid City, South Dakota, 
and Belfield, North Dakota, and yep, I'm along 
for the ride. 
I'll admit the stink which chased me all over 
Rapid last night after the law unpenned me was 
worse than ever when I got up this morning. Not 
at all six like I promised Chief, it was seven when 
I rolled out of bed. Godawful devastation, twenty­
six empty beer cans were strewn throughout the 
Tip Top Inn room, but my head wasn't buzzing 
from any afterwards. Why, I didn't have one 
excuse to not have to straighten up and die right­
hadn't sipped a one! I was OBLIGATED because 
of pure sobriety to needs be pay attention to 
appearances, and I rounded up all those loose 
critters and corralled them in a bedspread bag and 
trucked them past old Chief Lucky (pretending he 
was snoring in Olds) to the dumpster behind the 
inn. Darned if I wanted management and help 
getting it in their skulls that their guest from 
Wyoming was slightly alky. My God, I took forty 
more minutes bathing, mirroring, cleaning twenty 
nails, and preening my left-over curls from a game 
of jailhouse hair poker, because it's a 1988 cosmetic 
necessity that you present the PR poster of what 
you perceive society demands you be: clean 
SOBER. 
Gawd what a stinker, though! 
Chief was straight-up rigid rearing to go 
behind the steering wheel at eight when I got 
in Olds. Right away Chief wriggled his nose, 
grunted, and started the car. Gunned it like it was 
an old model lead-gas-mobile needing to sneeze 
out gum-snot and carbon, and he dropped it in 
drive, and we spun rocks through Tip Top parking 
lot, tires screaming onto the pavement right past 
Pennington County Jail-man, were Man Is Chief 
Lucky and I lucky that not one of the cops leaning 
against their units and blowing down the barrels 
of their weapons lit out after us. Then we stopped 
and I bought breakfast, we gassed up across the 
street, and I also grabbed a twelve-pack of Miller 
High for along on the road. 
And on the road again, Chief pointed Olds true 
north on a secondary-secondary and clipped a 
hellacious pace, and when we were nearly to Belle 
Fourche River, he screamed west and south a bit 
until we are nearly to Sturgis, then whip Olds 
north then west through a leave-off-our-own 
water hellhole Vale and then north and west 
again. Pass through Fruitdale and we're back to 
civilization, Belle Fourche, El. 3,000, where Chief 
stopped so I could trash the empty twelve-pack 
I spattered behind us, as I drained each Miller out 
the car window and wished to hell I was athlete 
enough (something enough) to pour perfectly aged 
beer out the front passenger window and be in 
the back seat, too, with my head out the window 
sucking in all those wasted suds. 
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Why all that? To impress Chief, for all I know. 
Or maybe the beer made pretty rainbows in the 
South Dakota sun. Doesn't matter I don't 
understand it, because probably by now you do. 
You're the one with time to analyze what ticks me 
along and what that stink of mine is, while I'm the 
one tinking and ticking along. 
Chi f didn't white-eye me or nothing. However, 
I did trouble Chief about his South Dakota Drivers 
license: how he got that name, Man Is Chief 
Lucky. He said his uncle told his mom after he 
burped him out into th weeds, "Man, is Chief 
lucky it landed on its head." 
Fine. And Chief nearly buried Belle Fourche 
in ~ust and a local lawman met us and gandered 
Chief and got flipped around not quite in time to 
pull us over. Pissed, you could tell, he was on us 
for five miles out of town but finally gave it up. 
Kicked it up past eighty-five, Chief, and we've 
been rolling ever since, and that means we're 
going faster than Chief can think out loud and 
concentrate on driving at the same time. 
"On the road again ... " 
What's the point of all this? I want to scream 
is the point! 
Just you relax. Enjoy. Chief's driving, he knows 
directions, he's not talking, so let's you and I get a 
sense for where we've been and where we are and 
where we're going to wind up: 
_Now then, if you don't follow what's just been 
said, I refer you back to the blank space following 
the last colon. Take a day. A week. A year off from 
your job. Stay with that blank space so long your 
asshole piles and bleeds. 
And if you can't come to grip with and scribble 
to the margins full that void, then you won't ever 
appreciate the joy and misery of every instant is, 
and also the very void in your own life. 
Still doesn't register? Okay, Chief, stop 
goddamned Olds here in the middle of South 
Dakota nowhere, and let's you and I tramp 
t~ro~gh the prairie. Pick a spot, any spot, and let's 
s1t with buffalo grass up to our chins and wait. 
And wait. And wait. Better yet, let's pretend we're 
in the Wyoming badlands where there's nothing 
up to your throat but sandrock and petrified 
mollusks and bentonite hills and duck-down sky 
and moaning wind and distance and emptiness 
and emptiness for as far as you can hear and 
see and feel and taste and smell and wish and 
imagine. I tell you, if you can't attune yourself 
with the waves of Still Life, you'll be scared 
spitless in one minute, and after an hour you will 
run and shit yourself to death trying to escape the 
din. 
Again, what's the point of all this? What does 
this have to do with? So let's you and I get a sense 
for where we've been and where we are and 
where we're going to wind up. 
I no long r know how to put what I need to 
mean. My knack of th univer al language which 
is requir d to express truth oth r than those 
which ati fy my human lu t and appetite is 
locked up in Pennington County Jail, and I'm 
the shell "Once Was" of myself. 
Say you asked Chief, maybe he'd say, "What 
is this noiseless racket of empty space which 
frightens so? Hey, squat yourself! Be baptized by 
the grass exploring the wrinkles of your forehead 
and the curl of your lip, and the grass, because of 
your contact, will reach out, brushing your touch 
across another grass blade, and suddenly the 
prairie will come magically alive and be swept 
away in a Walt Whitman celebration." 
Take a good look at our driver, Man Is Chief 
Lucky. Smiling to himself. Olds coos for him: 
before today, Olds has never been driven. Chief 
doesn't know what all those push-this-to-do-that 
push buttons do, but Olds is performing max. 
Communicates certain vibes to Chief, and Chief 
transmits his own to every mechanical part. The 
crankshaft licks the right amount of lubricant from 
the motor oil to keep from frying, and Olds hums 
and yips this hilarious 100-mile-an-hour tune 
around slight turns and over swales in the road. 
Hell, I could never get Olds to rocket; I'd be 
ripping tread from the tires around corners· 
Instead of hugging the limit peg like it is n;w, 
speedometer needle would whap, whap, whap; 
I d wear the face of a runaway lunatic and Olds 
would sprint away from my rein at every lapse in 
my concentration. But, man, look at Chief Lucky 
wink and grin. 
Okay, I'm better now. Freer. Easier. Not 
worried whether I have to get things right. 
Look, the quid I've just spat up has everything 
to do with this What's the Problem? of mine. It has 
all there is to do with answering where I've 
been, where I'm at, and where I'm ending-in so 
spitting at you, I've accidentally exposed the core 
of my own conundrum. Jail has changed me for 
good, that's my stinker. This stinker is dead, and­
this is refreshingly but expensively humorous-
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my new smell has driven me to pouring 38 cans of 
beer down the toilet and out the car window. Plus, 
I have to face my daughter in Jamestown and my 
wife ... 
Wait! Chief's slowed down! Slowed so subtly 
that, just now, I gawked at the speedometer and 
noticed we're dead on fifty-five. Jesus! How 
long thi has gone one, I haven't the foggiest. 
Old mobile is in on the subterfuge with Chief, 
purring and humming their own version of "On 
the road again." One mile, another, three miles 
click by on fifty-five, and finally way up ahead 
I make out the antlers atop a HP unit. Now it's 
smooth as the undulations of the buffalo grass 
prairie. Fifty-five, we roll up on him, straight­
arrow between the lines, then pass, and as we do 
he pulls from the shoulder and onto #85, dogging 
us, hanging right on our ass, for five miles, then 
ten miles, clear up to White Butte, El. 3,506 
(highest point in North Dakota), on past the butte 
a ways, and just as we hook east for Anidon, he 
flicks on the overheads, and Chief, not drooping a 
frown, sets Olds off on the shoulder, with the HP 
unit on our behind. 
Very professional, just like the taxpayers want 
it. The trooper calls in, runs a make, molds his 
mind to proper order, positions his wide-brimmer 
on his head, adjusts his sunglasses, takes the first 
deliberate step from his car, sizes up our operation 
on his way, closes his hand comfy close (no closer 
than propriety) to his revolver, and moves in on 
us. Motions Chief, let down that window, all the 
time eying me to see if I'm going for my weapon. 
"May I see your license?" No request in his 
voice! 
Chief hands it over, and the officer takes it back 
to the unit and does a call in. Back again, irked 
over that make, he throws his professionalism by 
the wayside, hams his role to the brim: "Chief 
Lucky, you takin' back to stealing cars, agin?" Yep, 
Chief has. And, "Let's see that reg'strahshun of 
yours," and sees it. "And license," and matches 
mine with the registration. Then, "You two smell 
like beer birds, if ever Ah've smelt 'em." Not US! 
Chief tells him we hit a "witched" mud puddle 
and it wasn't our fault wolf spirits had fouled the 
puddles and he'd skirt any more he saw. 
"Out," the trooper orders. 
Out, and by the book again. "Sure you haven't 
been drinking? You," he indicates Chief, "stand 
on one leg." Chief does, and the officer says to me, 
"You, walk a straight line, one foot directly in front 
fall 1991 /winter 1992 
and touching the other. Like this." I do, and then 
he has us switch tasks. "All right," he says, "How 
come your outfit smells?" 
This time, Chief is plain stupid about it. 
"You!" the HP says to me. "How come? It's all 
over your side of the car." 
I point at Chief. 
"I said, 'YOU, how come?'" 
"Like I started to say, Chief Lucky, there, 
took about a mile passing a stock truck, and this 
drunken Holstein cow kept barfing green silage all 
over the side of us. Chief, he's sorry for it. He said 
driving so slow would bring bad luck." 
"Funny guy," says the officer. "You wait. Keep 
it up, I'll be the one who's funny." 
"We're running late," I say. 
"Running late? Ha! From Belle Fourche to 
where you passed me, you averaged ninety-two." 
"Speedometer's off." Chief wags his finger at 
me. "Should of told me." 
"All right, out of here," says the HP. "But just 
remember, we have the two of you tabbed." 
Back in Olds (HP is too self-conscious to dog 
us), we accelerate to the outlandish speed which is 
comfortable for both Chief and Olds. Lucky raps 
his noggin and says, "Fuzz Buster. Radar." Laughs 
to himself and falls silent, rasping air into his 
lungs. 
This old man with silver braids which dangle 
upon the seat and ball up like sucking kittens 
against the velvet warmth of the upholstery is but 
a man and therefore is mortal, same as I. Hidden 
by wattle flappers of skin is an Adam's apple 
made of the same type of cartilage as mine. His 
is a short, turned-up-tip nose like my own Norsk­
Scot smeller, and underneath his Wrangler jeans 
tinkertoy legs with oversized, knobby calcium 
connectors misthread into a body of glued­
together, Diamond-stick matches. Chief Lucky is 
a man! Not this stereotyped Injun I've made him 
to be. 
Now, what do I do? Chrissakes, talk to him is 
what you do, but what I do is reach in the back 
seat of Olds for this book, American Indian Myths 
and Legends, and plop it on the dash so Chief gets 
a good load of it. I don't know why, I have to test 
Chief out, verify my own theory: Chief is a man. 
"Ever read that?" 
Lucky nods, shrugs. 
"What you make of it?" 
"Don't make." 
"What do you mean?" 
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"Don't think nothing." 
"The stories aren't true? Erdoes and Ortiz made 
'em up, then sold them as Indian lore?" 
"Didn't invent them. Copied them down. Even 
translated one I told in tongue." 
"One of them's yours!" 
"Nope." 
"What' d you just say? You said they translated 
on of yours." 
"I told a story, and they wrote it down." 
"Oh." 
We' re going nearly a hundred, and Chief turns 
on me and, letting Olds feel its own way, stares at 
me. "Once a story is written, it is no longer Indian. 
Nothing but writing. Dead. It no longer has the 
capacity of lying, of purifying truth, or of parts of 
it dying and new shoots suddenly sprouting up 
from the old sage roots through the soil and 
feeding upon the death of its ancestor. In order for 
legend in fact to remain legend, there has to be a 
tragic hero involved, and that hero is story, itself, 
flawed by its own mortality but, at the same time, 
immortal because only flawed being is capable of 
reproducing offspring similar and different from 
itself. Indian lore must always be one breath away 
from extinction, as well as one dust devil from 
creation. Oral lore is more Indian than the Indian. 
Without it, 'Indian' is not Indian .. .Indian no 
longer is. 
"Those Erdoes tales, besides being mashed 
dead between pages and the flies breeding in them 
and hatching their maggots are not Indian stories. 
What they are are bits of shriveled ink on 
paper.. . that's what I think of your Indian book." 
More than a grunt, Chief has passed one criteria 
for being human. He's just as general and narrow 
in his views as I, so if I escape being a stick man, 
Chief definitely does. And mainly because I hold 
the same opinion regarding that Erdoes/Ortiz 
collection, as far as I'm concerned, Chief has 
passed the test. 
I grab the book off the dash, let down my 
window, and quip, "Then it's not much use 
lugging this around." With that, I flip it out the 
window. 
"Shouldn't have done that," says Chief. 
"And why shouldn't I have?" 
"Some damned interesting writing. Funny 
fiction. Not much good serious humor around, 
these days." 
"All right, stop the car and let's go back." 
"Really want to?" 
"Nope." I'm off pouting to myself about this, 
though. He has made me look foolish in my own 
eyes. That Erdoes/ Ortiz book is excellent. Even 
though it has nothing to do with oral Indian myth 
and legend, once you've read its rich, lusty tales, 
you feel that if you never take it upon yourself to 
learn various Indian dialects and listen to and 
participate in the oral telling, you might never 
locate where you've been, wh re your are, or 
where you are going to end up in this life, and 
that's precisely what this trip from Rapid City 
to Jamestown is about. Or, at least, if you're an 
average reader, it occurs to you that your own 
family and clan also share the same type of oral 
tradition which is the essence of everything you've 
been, are, and ever will be, and that book I just 
scrapped reminded me that pretty quick I had 
better get back to participating in, listening to, and 
telling and creating the family whoppers, or I (and 
my nuclear family) was going to be stumbling 
around forever lost in this silicon-and-information 
maze we've rebuilt our world into. 
Chief knows about me. He also knows that 
without him I won't glory in my family's blood 
and being ever again. 
Remember my mentioning something about 
using up what road is left for me? And Chief 
pointing to his noggin and saying he had radar? 
Chief does have radar. Sonar, as well. Back there 
when we first headed north out of Rapid, without 
trying, I found myself spinning over the lip of my 
"mind gyre." Well, when I went tumbling down 
into that dazzling-blue Yeatsian gyre into the 
Ultimate Stew, there Chief was, not reaUy 
interfering or anything like that, because he had 
no choice but to be there, considering the nature 
of that gyre. 
Well, what kind of actual experience did Chief 
share with me in my mind gyre? It's January, 1974. 
Just a little south of San Francisco. Half-Moon Bay. 
The ocean waves spray and thunder, then recede, 
and from shore my wife watches. Dragging my 
two-year-old daughter and my four-year-old 
daughter, we chase waves back into the ocean, but 
then the ocean turns on us, scrambling the three 
of us back for the beach. Screaming-laughter-love 
good fun it is, we've been at it all day, up and 
down the beach, exploring, picking up starfish, 
throwing them into tiny seapools. Wading in the 
water-the paralyzing cold water-the water that 
is our father/ mother. Wife and I feel it; our kids 
sense it. Our family, we don't have much, just this 
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unconscious oneness with the ocean, that's all, 
and it's all we can ever need. And, racing for shore 
with my little girls, I see my wife hugging the 
aquamarine glass fisherman float to her breast 
that she found earlier. Suddenly, she's weeping. 
Weeping, I think, about the float crossing the 
width of the ocean from Japan and about the alive 
and well and living joys we possess today. I leave 
her to her crying-she needs that all alone. I lead 
the girls several yards away, where they dig shells 
and small sea life out of the sand with their toy 
shovels, then I climb the small sandhill above to 
bring back the cooler chest from the car. I don't 
know why, but once I've packed the chest back to 
the crest overlooking my family, I start in silent­
screaming, just like the idiot Benjy in The Sound 
and the Fury. Panicked, I get this dread. I'm outside 
their orbit and can't rejoin them. Right now, I'm 
going to start hoofing it, abandon them, never 
return. Because I'd shatter their whole thing and 
things could never be the same. I'll destroy the 
Still Life of my family, and they'll hate me always 
for it. Jesus, Wife weeping and hugging her crystal 
ball; Jesus, my kids giggling and tunneling in 
the sand; Jesus, water goblets from the waves 
eternalized against the sky. I start running, but 
something interferes, I don't know what, and I 
take a long tangenting course back to my family 
on the beach, so I can home in on them like the 
water over the sand, the gulls swooping in from 
overhead, so I do not burst the perfect green 
bubble they're in. 
Yes, Chief knows about me! In this, he's along, 
leading me with his hand. 
He knows that, while I approach my kids and 
wife, the pounding of my heart gives me away, 
that, Okay, I'm not violating them right now, but 
someday it's gonna happen all right! And, yeah, 
right there and then, I jump the hell out of the 
gyre, not wanting to experience a collision of 
worlds in this more meaningful world, and I 
rejoin my wife and kids. 
"On the road again ... " 
But, can you sing a song if you don't know the 
old words and can't make up new ones! Can you 
go back to your wife and kids, starved of the 
potential for love and creation? Can you face 
another instant of eternal void, without 
Beingness-Pennington County Jail's got mine­
that will fill that void? 
"The car!" I scream. "Just stop fucking Olds, I 
want out." 
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Doesn't even effect a frown or a smile from 
Chief. 
I dig out my wallet, peel what bills out. "Fifty 
bucks." I empty my pockets." A dollar-two cents 
more. Take me to the Canadian border, dump me, 
take the car on to Jamestown for my daughter." 
Chief shakes his braids and says, "Nope. You 
want out, jump." And grins. 
For the moment that grin completely 
dumbfounds me, until it comes to me what it's all 
about: Destroy the great, smooth ride he's showing me! 
Hell no, if that doesn't fill my void, then do it a block 
from home-fill my wife's void. 
Yep, Chief has sonar, he has radar. But Chief 
is no regular stereotyped Injun. 
He said (a ways out of Rapid), "Last night, 
when you sat beside me in the bus depot, I could 
tell something about you. Obtusely different than 
most, but-like most-you were in a hell of a 
vacuum. That's where I come in. A vacuum 
cleaner," Chief laughed. "I rescue souls like you, 
that's why I'm driving you to Jamestown. Just 
maybe you're worth saving from yourself." 
No, Chief's no peacepipe smoking savage 
with grunt vocabulary or instinctual intelligence. 
Chief's my savior, at least for this moment. He's 
here to make damn good and sure that I and my 
DWI, alcoholic shame are delivered safely to my 
daughter's wrath. 
Okay, "On the road again ... " As for the 
remainder of the words, for all I know they' re the 
language pool of this entire song between Rapid 
City and here. 
David Mouat's work has appeared in Writer's 
Forum, Timbuktu, and Aura. He was awarded the 
1991 Neltje Blanchan Award for nature-inspired 
writing. "On the Road Again" is an except from his 
unpublished novel, The Cost of a Six-Pack. 
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Trying to Be 
an Honest Woman 
Barbara Edwards-Aldrich 
I could have been 
An honest woman, but 
You were on guard against 
An ambiguity 
That startled both of us; 
So, I revised the truth 
Until your fears 
Were put to rest 
And you trusted me 
Enough to come closer; 
Now I tell you truths 
In deeper shades of gray 
But leave my words 
To your interpretation since 
They convey an affection that 
You are reluctant to define. 
Barbara Edwards-Aldrich is going for her M.A. in 
English, with the creative writing option, at Wright 
State University. She received her B.A. in English at 
Ohio University and works as a library technician at 
Southern State Community College in Hillsboro. 
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Late Night Radio 
Barbara Edwards-Aldrich 
Jo-El. Jo-El. Listen to the music, 
Indigo music noting every fickle 
Shadow in the empty night. Move over, 
Cajun. Let the lady wail the chorus. 
Aspects of Blue 
Barbara Edwards-Aldrich 
The color blue pervades the ocean scene: 
Its hue a coat of haze above the line 
Dividing sea and sky; its depth a dress 
Of pleated slate in textured swirls; its touch 
A slip of lacy sand against the breast 
Of breathing sea; its soul the ebb and flow 
Of life in tides; its mood a laden breeze 
Of salty air; its voice the strident cries 
Of hungry gulls that echo over all; 




Baked on a sheet 
Of pounded platinum 
On the top rack 
Of a hot oven 
She rises 
With the woven scents 
Of escaping yeast 
And steaming vanilla 
Her amber skin 
And gilded wing edges 
Hold a moist sweetness 
That exhales 
Like the long amen 
At the end of a hymn 
And lifts an octave 
When the white dust 
Of fine powdered sugar 
Coats her with 
A pale halo glow 
Her candied flesh 
Dissolves instantly 
In the black wetness 
Of his moving mouth 
He swallows and hums 
Feeling her wings flutter 
Halfway down his throat 
Laura Albrecht is a second-year teaching assistant in 
English at Wright State University. Many of her poems 
have recently appeared in Coal City Review, West 





I see his face shrunk n 
And Xeroxed on a flier 
Next to income tax forms 
And change of address forms 
On the crowded cork bulletin 
Board at the post office. 
The photograph is grainy, 
With black speck eyes, 
Flattened but staring. 
My box of paperback books 
That I'm mailing to a friend 
In upstate New York grows 
Suddenly heavy in my hands, 
The tape bound brown paper 
Getting slippery with my sweat. 
I stare at the tiny, familiar 
Eyes and try to imagine him 
Armed and dangerous, an Uzi, 
A machete, an H-bomb 
In his thin artist's hands. 
Madonna faces in layers of oils. 
Hands that have painted gauzy 
Madonna faces in layers of oils. 
Hands that have sketched 
Patterns of dropping leaves, 
Hot jagged edges of flames . 
Hands that have sculpted 
Identical cool hands from clay. 
I try to imagine him holding 
Up a late-night convenience store, 
A pewter pistol in his tapered 
Hand, shoving a pack of Marlboros 
In his breast pocket on his way out, 
Leaving a counterman, 
A woman buying cherry popsicles, 
A kid in a black concert t-shirt 
Dead on the linoleum floor, 
Security-camera film catching 
The image of his head, his hands. 
fall 1991 /winter 1992 
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I try to imagine him hot 
Wiring cars in the Denver mountains, 
Driving down, sure of the whine 
Of sirens hidden by the staticky 
Sound of jazz on the radio. 
I try to imagine him buying 
Stiff coffee in insomniac diners, 
Beer from topless barmaids, 
His face bleached with neon, 
Reflected and echoed in a year's 
Worth of frosted, dirty mirrors, 
Eating eggs, toast, burnt bacon 
At midnight, with grease 
On his thin lips, photographed 
Eyes behind black sunglasses, 
Paying for everything 
With rolls of stolen cash. 
I imagine him sketching 
With pencils stamped 
With hotel chain logos, 
Or with the waxy crayons 
Given to children in restaurants, 
Sketching creased faces, 
Blasted landscapes, saxophones, 
Worn shoes and lipstick tubes 
On the backs of paper placemats, 
Miles away from Ohio, gun 
Heavy in the lip of his boot. 
His distinguishing mark is 
A red paintbrush tattoo 
Below his left collarbone 
With round droplets of blood 
Dripping from its hairs. 
I imagine his lips twitch 
To a smile in the black and white 
Headshot, the right size 
For tucking inside a locket. 
I imagine when they catch him, 
The hiss of tear-gas canisters, 
Speeded haze of FBI bullets, 
Silver, circular glint of 
Handcuffs will shift 
His face to the sharp fame 
Of six o'clock news clips, 
His thin restless fingers 




Brent Reiter is a Wright State University student. 
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A Japanese Doll 
Charles L. Gray 
I am orry. I am a very curious girl . And I am 
ra h ometim s. My father chided me endlessly 
for these hortcomings. He said that he couldn't 
imagine how he could have been so careless as to 
allow such traits to develop in me unchecked. 
Before I left Japan, he fell into a sort of panic that 
I wouldn't get married and had begun collecting 
an assortment of photographs of young men 
whom he wanted me to meet, individually, at 
dinner parties arranged by him. He even took up 
the habit of weeping if I came home later than 
usual, or if I appeared to have had a bit of beer or 
some wine. If I had told him that I occasionally 
met a certain American man for dinner and talked 
about American literature, he would have lost his 
mind. He was a typical old-fashioned Japanese 
man. 
I am confident that what went on at the office 
where I worked would have been quite beyond 
your imagination. I worked in the international 
department of a public university, but, except for 
the section chief, I was the only one of twelve 
people in the department who could speak 
English. Besides myself, there were two secretaries 
who were female, and the rest were all young 
men. Of course, the young men had higher salaries 
than we did, and they would be able to advance to 
higher positions. But all they did was sit at their 
desks and grow plants. They watered the plants 
in the office so constantly that I was sure a sort of 
climactic change would result. Were they trying 
to create a rain forest in Tokyo? 
We often received international calls in our 
office; we were, after all, the international 
department. But no one could possibly take them 
except for me. When the phone rang, all eyes in 
the office would leave the golf and fashion 
magazines that had been occupying them and 
would seek me out. If I had left the office, for . 
instance, to go to the bathroom, a general panic 
immediately ensued. Members of the international 
department would sprint off in every direction, 
searching for me, the only English speaker in the 
office that anyone would dare to pull right out of 
a bathroom stall to answer a phone call. "Miss 
Suzuki! Miss Suzuki!" a plant-tending colleague 
would scream. "Come quickly! There's a phone 
call!" 
'Tm busy right now with urgent matters," I 
would answer as authoritatively as I could, hoping 
to prevent the young man from bursting into my 
very stall. "Perhaps you yourself could address 
the caller's concerns at this point." 
"That's quite impossible, Miss Suzuki. The 
gentleman appears to want to speak English. You 
must come without the slightest delay." 
"I have already mentioned," I would say, "that 
I am, at present, engaged in urgent matters of a 
private nature. One of the other staff members will 
kindly take the call." 
"Miss Suzuki," the young man would continue, 
"I have already reported that the gentleman 
prefers to speak English. You absolutely must 
make yourself available for the business of this 
office." 
"Perhaps Mr. Matsumoto could manage," 
I would say, implying that the concerned office 
agronomist should apply to the section chief for 
assistance. 
"Miss Suzuki!" the young man would shout, 
pounding on my stall door. "Mr. Matsumoto 
cannot possibly be disturbed with matters of 
routine English speaking. It is of paramount 
importance that personal considerations be 
subordinated to the concerns of this office!" 
"Quite right," I would answer."And that's 
why I'm sure that the office plants will survive 
unattended for the length of time it will take you 
to answer the phone." 
But, let's face it, I'm telling lies. I had, in fact, 
been summoned from the ladies' room to take 
international calls, but I never answered back in 
the way I had just indicated. It wasn't a lie, exactly. 
My heart made replies of that nature, but my 
tongue never seemed to say them. 
When I decided to resign and gave four months 
notice to that effect, my father became frantic. My 
section chief said that I was impulsive and overly 
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nervous, and that anyone who had given careful 
consideration to such matters would never quit a 
position such as mine to go off on a wild goose 
chase. I thanked him for his observations, but I 
couldn't bring myself to point out that I was not 
pursuing a wild goose but, rather, fleeing what I 
perceived to be spiritual murder. You would 
have thought that I had suddenly announced my 
intention to have my entire body tattooed from the 
way the various men in my environment shook 
their heads. Japanese men are so ... limited. 
That's why I wanted to get out of Japan. The 
place is beyond your imagination, I'm sure. We 
have nothing but rules, rules, rules. The insane­
making part about it is that there are no rules for 
the rules. I know that I can't express myself 
properly, but try to imagine what I mean. 
Everyone adheres to rules in every detail of his 
public life, but not one of these rules has any basis 
except that it is part of Japanese culture. Japanese 
culture explains everything about everything, but 
it explains nothing at all to anyone who is not 
Japanese. 
Just to prove my point, which I'm sure I haven't 
communicated well, I would like to mention two 
popular Japanese expressions: "Japanese common 
sense" and "New Human Species." I can't decide 
which is the more odious. "Japanese common 
sense" refers to the gross freemasonry that we 
engage in at every turn. We have elaborate codes 
(I would say secret codes except that we do not 
have to keep them secret from outsiders due to 
their arbitrary and obscure nature) for saying and 
doing the simplest things. And if someone omits 
even the most seemingly insignificant part of a 
code, he is branded as a person who has lost 
his Japanese common sense. He thereby earns 
universal distrust and comes under extreme 
pressure to use the codes accurately, that is 
perfectly, or risk ostracism. The point of all this is 
that common sense is common sense. Just as truth 
is truth. If it's Japanese common sense, then it's not 
common. If it's Japanese truth, then, to everyone 
else, it's simply a lie. 
The second expression, New Human Species, 
so utterly lacks any kind of sense, common or 
otherwise, that the mere fact of its formulation 
causes me to despair of Japan's future. But, in case 
you haven't heard it, or hadn't quite realized how 
deluded we Japanese are about ourselves, I'll tell 
you what we suppose it to mean. 
The New Human Species purportedly consists 
of those members of the young generation who 
have cast off the old communal shackles to pursue 
their individuality on the basis of some supposed 
internationalized model. I could sympathize with 
certain of these aspirations if they weren't framed 
in such ludicrously grandiloquent terms or 
pursued in such imbecilic ways. I mean, 
generational tensions exist among people across 
the globe. But it must be seen as typically Japanese 
to attempt to elevate r lative commonalities 
through the use of overly inflat d rhetoric. I would 
cite "Greater Ea t Asian Co-Pro pcrity Sphere" as 
another example. An empire is an empire, plain 
and simple. 
Now you must try to imagine the emotional, 
intellectual, and psychological states of the 
members of this New Human Species who can 
find no more meaningful avenues for self­
actualization than the purchase of European 
designer bags. Of course, it should be admitted 
that the designer label craze has introduced a 
certain facility for observation into a generation 
that had theretofore simply accepted what was 
dished out by parents, teachers, and managers. A 
very intelligent young woman of my acquaintance 
spent the better part of one rainy Ginza afternoon 
showing me how to spot a fake L_V_ bag. 
I know that I am rambling a bit and may even 
be raving to a certain extent, but I have been given 
reason to reflect seriously on a number of issues 
surrounding the Japanese experience. 
As I mentioned, I decided to quit my job and do 
some traveling. And please do not mistake me for 
one of those young office women who take winter 
trips to Bali so that they can try out foreign men. I 
planned to go around Europe for one month and 
then continue on to Canada to study English 
literature at Guelph. 
My father wept periodically during the weeks 
just previous to my departure, but I resolved to 
ignore him as well as everyone else who tried to 
discourage me from going. Some people were very 
helpful, though, giving me instant miso soup 
and tea bags of green tea. They assured me that 
Japanese people could not survive long on 
Western food or beverages. I pitied them inwardly 
when they gave me these interesting things, but 
I have to admit that I took some with me upon 
leaving and had occasion to be grateful for them. 
Europe presented me with many shocks and 
surprises. My first embarrassment came with the 
realization that I had absorbed the foolish Japanese 
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preconception that all non-Asian foreigners speak 
English. I found that most French, German, and 
Italian people did not care to speak English and 
couldn't understand me when I spoke it. I didn't 
blame them, though, because I couldn't make 
my If understood in England or Scotland either. 
Other small problems began to diminish my 
s n e of w 11-being further. The food wa horrid in 
g n ral and made me feel sick. Everything seemed 
incr dibly dirty, and I have to admit that a lot of 
people smell d bad. This last phenomenon was, 
without doubt, attributable to the wholly 
inadequate bathing facilities throughout Europe. 
I nearly froze to death in Scotland, nearly 
starved in England, and found sleeping a near 
impossibility everywhere. The beds were absurdly 
soft in nearly every hotel I tried, so that my back 
ached most of the time. And the floors were too 
dirty to allow for the possibility of constructing 
a makeshift futon out of the excess bedding. 
I soon gave up trying to understand why my 
foreign friends had raved so much about French 
and Italian food and found myself eating mostly 
in the ubiquitous Chinese restaurants. 
These situations notwithstanding, I found many 
things to enjoy. The countryside was peaceful and 
magnificent, and the various monuments and 
artworks far surpassed the descriptions in my 
travel books. 
The people in general seemed cold and 
uninterested in me. When I tried to talk to them, 
they often indicated that pressing business 
precluded any conversation at that time. Those 
who seemed, at first, to be friendly, often wanted 
me to buy something from them. 
Italy seems to have had the most profound 
effect on me. In fact, I have never left the country 
since I entered it two and a half weeks into my 
trip. That was three years ago. 
Now, I live in Florence with my boyfriend, 
Hiroshi. He is a jewelry-maker. I help him sell 
his jewelry on the Ponte Veccio. He is Japanese. 
He found me on the outskirts of Rome. My 
condition, he tells me, was not good. It seems 
that 1 was clad in a very dirty kimono and was 
kneeling behind a small urn. Behind me was a sign 
written in English that read, "A Japanese Doll for 
the Victims." He tells me that I spent entire days 
bowing and counting to 1,102. Then I would chant, 
"Corregidor-I'm sorry; Bataan-I'm sorry; 
Wake Island-I'm sorry; Iwo Jima-I'm sorry; 
Nanking-I'm sorry. How many on the Arizona, 
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sir?" And then I would begin counting again. 
He tells me that I projected an image 
sufficiently terrifying to discourage any would-be 
donators. He says that he watched me for three 
days, and every night, just after dark, a very 
dishevelled old man would drive up in a beat-up 
car and collect me and my urn. 
On the fourth day, he tried to talk to me but 
found me completely unresponsive. I would 
prosecute my bowing and chanting routine 
regardless of what was happening around me. 
That night, he waited for the old man to come 
for me and asked him what the meaning of this 
grotesque display could be. But the old man 
turned out to be a senile imbecile who had 
apparently been programmed, as I had been, 
to perform certain tasks without one iota of 
understanding. 
Hiroshi decided not to let the man take me 
away. He had to physically intervene, because the 
old man failed to respond to anything that was 
said to him. When he finally realized that Hiroshi 
was not going to allow him to put me into the 
beat-up old car, the old man scuttled away, 
muttering and almost shouting a steady stream 
of unintelligible imprecations. 
Hiroshi told me that he had no end of trouble 
trying to get me to stand up. He did not want to 
simply pick me up, the way the old man had done, 
even though my small size would have done little 
to hinder it. When he discovered that I had no feet, 
he began to feel that he should not have become 
involved. And when he found that the loose 
sleeves of my kimono had been hiding the fact 
that I had no hands either, he became panicky. 
It seems that, by that time, I had stopped my 
chanting and counting and began to show some 
signs of sensibility. Hiroshi tells me that he asked 
me several questions, such as where I lived, but 
that my answer to all of them was that I didn't 
know. Then, it seems, I began to plead with him 
not to take me back there. But he could not find 
out where "there" was. 
When he asked me if I wanted to come back 
to his pension, apparently I began to weep and 
indicated that I did. At that point, Hiroshi picked 
me up and carried me until a taxi could be hailed. 
My own recollections resumed after a few hours 
in Hiroshi's pension room. Needle marks up both 
of my arms, down both of my legs, and on my 
abdomen indicated that I had been injected with 
some type of drug for an extended period of time. 
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The needle marks and the rather professional­
looking removal of my hands and feet seemed to 
indicate that I had been victimized by someone 
with some knowledge of medical procedures. 
As my slowly clearing mind fastened on the 
reality of my situation, I began to oscillate between 
states of hy teria and depression. Hiroshi could 
not have been more comforting and encouraging. 
He looked after me for two weeks in that pension 
room, a king me no questions nor pressuring me 
to take any action whatso ver. When he suggested 
that I come live with him in his studio in Florence, 
I accepted without hesitation. 
We have been very happy in Florence. Hiroshi 
creates astonishingly beautiful pieces of jewelry, 
and I help him in all that I can. 
We tactfully agreed not to involve the police in 
what happened. If there is a record of it 
somewhere in my mind, I would have rather not 
access it. I just remember walking along one of 
Rome's mil1ions of little side streets one 
night ... and then I was in Hiroshi's room. 
It's funny; I told my father that I wanted to 
leave Japan because Tfelt that my hands and feet 
were tied there. One of the advantage of my 
curr nt ituation lies in the fact that such 
constraints can never again be applied to me. 
Originally from Syracuse, New York, Charles L. Gray 
currently lives outside of Tokyo, where he teaches 
English as a second language. He received his M.A. in 
English literature at Brown University in 1981. 
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The Poet Died 
Catherine Vance 
The poet died. 
He passed out, breathless, among crumpled half-written pages. 
He succumbed while accepting the mindless void of M-TV; 
contributing to the facade, 
believing a commercial; 
he buys the hairspray and looks for chicks. 
He suffocated while noting the Wall Street Journal's daily rapsheets, 
in a pair of unused, prewashed, Guess jeans. 
The poet smothered not seeing life in the garbage littered, people ridden 
streets. 
He neither talked nor asked about it. 
He didn't feel it, 
or smell it. 
He wouldn't touch it. 
The poet: the people's savior; 
exited as he slipped in behind the wheel of his car, 
instead of walking. 
Originally from Xenia, Ohio, Catherine Vance is 
a senior at Wright State University, majoring in 
environmental health sciences. She wrote for The 
Guardian during the 1990-91 academic year. 
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Condemned to Rhetoric 
Amy Rang 
I have written words, 
and paragraphs, 
and papers, 
and have felt nothing. 
The words are cold and dead; 
killed by mechanics, 
and rhyme, 
and reason. 
The trials of the jungle, 
and King Henry, 
and Napoleon 
carry no feelings in words. 
Buried under shallow sentiments­
lost in similes 
and metaphors­
my words gasp for rebirth. 
Amy Rang is a sophomore at Wright State University, 
majoring in communications. She also serves as treasurer for 
Wright State's chapter of Women in Communications, Inc. 
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On Washington's 
Rules of Civility 
Hanan Reznikov 
Editor's note: Thi essay was written and submitted in 
February 1991, at tlte time of the Persian Gulf War. 
There are artifacts of the past that, if one chances 
upon them, resonate with special intensity. Last 
year, Malina and I were driving back to New York 
from Pennsylvania when we noticed an upcoming 
exit marked "Valley Forge National Monument." It 
was a fine winter day and we decided to follow the 
snow-lined ramp that led to a small museum on a 
ridge overlooking the valley. We stared for a 
while at the 18th-century armaments under glass, 
wondering at the quaint air surrounding the old 
cannon balls and muskets. In the scraps of journals 
and letters artfully arranged in a photo-blowup 
above the display cases, we read the soldiers' 
accounts of the horrible consequences of being 
cut off from supplies in the wilderness. 
Then, at the rear of the museum, we found 
ourselves at a velvet rope behind which 
Washington's spacious field tent stood like a 
garden pavilion. In the white interior visible 
beyond the tied-open flaps were a bed, clothing 
chests, chairs, and a writing-table spread with 
charts. I was struck by a strange sense of 
contradiction in the way the simplicity of the 
arrangement belied its meticulous design. Here 
was a man, I thought, who worked hard to achieve 
efficiency and who took pains to make his effort 
appear effortless. 
We made our way back toward the entrance, 
passing by the large picture-window framing the 
sloping countryside. I imagined the landscape 
without the occasional houses and clearings 
that have intervened since. I thought of George 
growing up in the vastness of the Eastern 
woodlands, so far removed from the sources of his 
culture. What a bizarre undertaking it was after 
all, to attempt to reinvent Europe in the midst of 
another people's world . 
Malina, by now, had moved on to the 
concession by the door, gl~aning postcards for her 
estimable collection. I scanned the rack of souvenir 
publications chronicling the War for Independence 
and the life of the general who led it. There I came 
upon a curious document, a printing on ersatz 
parchment of Washington's 110 Rules of Civility 
and Decent Behavior in Company and in Conversation. 
A first look at the list of prescriptions and 
proscriptions narrow span of interpersonal 
situations: seating arrangements, precedence in 
group discussion, manners at table, styles of dress, 
when to tip your hat, and the like. Interspersed 
with these concerns about etiquette are a variety 
of moral guidelines which reflect an awareness 
of ethics, yet from a peculiar point of view. All 
of these rules are concerned with appearing to 
behave generously; they steadfastly stop short of 
addressing the value of any action except insofar 
as it affects one's public image. 
I bought the rules ($2.35 seemed a reasonable 
investment) and showed them to Malina in the 
parking lot. "I think there's a play here," I said. 
She smiled, "I believe you can do that." 
Some months and a fair amount of research 
later, I learned that Washington's manuscript was 
most likely a copying exercise given to him by a 
tutor at the age of 13. The original text seems to 
have been compiled by Jesuits in France in 1595 
under the title, Bienseance de la Conversation entre let 
Hammes. An English translation, called Youth's 
Behaviour, appeared in 1640, supposedly prepared 
by the eight-year-old son of a prominent 
physician. The book was popular in England in 
the 17th century, but only two copies are known tc 
have arrived in America. Nonetheless, the evident 
similarities lead most scholars to conclude that an 
unknown teacher of young George Washington in 
Virginia organized a somewhat variant version of 
this material as a copying task for his pupil when 
the boy was about 13 years old. 
Throughout his life, it seems that Washington 
regarded the Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior 
in Company and in Conversation as a valid and 
comprehensive code of conduct. He made them 
his own and later in life had copies made for his 
family. His fondness for the rules underscores 
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what we know of Washington's character. Thomas 
Jefferson described his friend in these terms: 
His mind was great and powerful, without 
being of the first order...it was slow in 
operation, being little aided by invention or 
imagination, but sure in conclusion .. .If 
deranged during the course of the action, he 
was slow in readjustment ... His heart was not 
warm in his affections; but exactly calculated 
every man's value ... He was naturally 
distru tful of men and inclined to gloomy 
apprehensions ... 
Clearly, this was a man who would construct 
his career carefully and by the book. Today, 
Washington's focus on the composition of his 
public image places him squarely among the 
media-wise politicians of our era. 
In transposing Washington's rules to the stage, 
it became apparent that the theatrical operation 
would be a double one. We would be, for all our 
criticism of the man and his rules, the conveyers 
of his message both here and abroad. In this 
respect, we are part of the American culture that is 
marketed domestically and internationally. At the 
same time, we are inevitably The Living Theatre, 
putting our own anarcho-pacifist slant across to 
our audiences, as eager to press our ideas upon 
them as was Washington.
So we developed a play in which we speak out
of one side of our face as the patriarchal tradition 
and out of the other as subversives. The irony 
inherent in The Living Theatre's presentation of 
Washington's text (all 110 rules are spoken in the 
piece) seemed at first a limitation. But, in the 
process of creating the play, we discovered that 
this irony is in fact the dramatic tool by which
we accomplish our purpose. It is by the repeated 
juxtaposition of complex scenic situations to the 
reductivist text that we seek to lay bare the 
contradictions unleashed by the application of an 
inflexible formula like the rules to the complexities 
of the real world. 
In that world, our nation is once again at war, 
and we attempt in the play to find the clues to 
the choice of a "military option" in the kind of 
thinking that created the Rules of Civility and Decent 
Behavior in Company and in Conversation. Our 
inability to deal peacefully with other nations' 
differing rules speaks to a rigidity of response 
descended directly from the father of our country's 
numbered list. 
Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior 
in Company and in Conversation 
by George Washington 
adapted and directed by Hanan Reznikov 
INTERIOR-THE MISSION 
[Ensemble ("E") strides onto stage, looking straight ahead, then turning sharply toward the audience. 
Music establishes a seductively regular rhythm-an almost mechanical pulse. E makes successive waves of 
Signs of Respect toward audience(" A")] 
ENSEMBLE 
Rule no. 1: Every action done in company ought to be with some sign of respect to those present. 
[Sign of Respect for the Presence of Others] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
The Rules of Civility and Decent Behavior in Company and in Conversation are tools for the conquest of 
power through the management of perception. 
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[Sign of Respect for the Self] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
Rule no. 2: Don't put your hands to any part of the body not usually uncovered. 
[Sign of Respect for Authority] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
This play i the product of Th Living Theatre, an American corporation registered in the State of 
New York. 
[Sign of Respect for God] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
20: The gestures of the body must be suited to your discourse. 
[Sign of Respect for Territory] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
New York City was the first capital of the United States. Here, George Washington was inaugu­
rated as the country's first president in 1789 at Federal Hall, only steps away from the current 
home of the New York Stock Exchange. 
[Sign of Respect for the audience's Ability to Pay] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
The Living Theatre has a strategy. An anarchist strategy to uncover the Mystery of the Rules. 
[E begins Conformity Square Dance] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
Washington built his career with steadiness and precision from the time he was a boy. When he 
was 13, he wrote out a numbered list of 110 rules for proper behavior. 
[BOY WASHINGTON appears in the house, steps onto the stage. E pauses in dance. BOY WASHINGTON 
addresses A] 
BOY WASHINGTON 
Rule no. 5: If you have to cough, sneeze, sigh, or yawn, don't do it out loud. Do it privately. 
[E resumes dance] 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
The Rules appear to be derived from an English translation of a set of Rules written by Jesuits in 
France more than a century before. It is supposed that young Washington's teacher must have 
assigned him the Rules as a copying task. Some scholars credit this unknown teacher with the 
selection and ordering of this version. Others prefer to credit George Washington himself. 
BOY WASHINGTON 
80: Don't be tedious ·in your discourse. 
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VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
The Living Theatre's strategy for revolution depends on proving that the social structure is too 
rigid. 
[WASHINGTON THE MAN appears from the wings and addresses E] 
WASHINGTON THE MAN 
61: Stuff not your discourse with sentences. [Pause, then to A] 24: Don't laugh too loud or too much 
at any public spectacle. 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
This rigidity is best expressed in numbers. 
[Dance at double rhythm] 
WASHINGTON THE MAN 
73: Think before you speak. 
ENSEMBLE 
Rule no. 6: 
Don't sleep when others speak. 
Don't sit when others stand. 
Don't speak when you should hold your peace. 
Don't walk on when others stop. (Repeats ... ) 
BOY WASHINGTON 
4: Don't hum to yourself and don't tap your fingers or feet. 
VOICE FROM ENSEMBLE 
Washington adopted the Rules of Civility as a strategy for a successful career. They made him "the 
father of his country." He published copies and gave them to his family. They pointed the way to a 
kind of mission. 
WASHINGTON THE MAN 
If the conduct of Americans, while promoting their own happiness, should influence the feelings of 
other nations. 
[E stops, turns toward A] 
WASHINGTON THE MAN 
And thereby render a service to mankind, the Americans will receive a double pleasure. 
[E leans out toward A] 
ENSEMBLE 
82: Be careful to keep your promise. 
Ha non Reznikov is the executive director of The Living 
Theatre, which he opened with his wife, Judith Malina, in 
New York in 1989. Productions of this play ran 
simultaneously in New York and Europe in early 1991. 
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Mother Russia 
John Bigelow Taylor 




Scott Cooper works for Media Services at 
Wright State University and is, simply, 
the best damned photographer around. 
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Reach 
James Heller Levinson 
The intention is there 
before the touch. 
From liquid prime 
breath I cut the cord with 
scissors other ages used teeth 
your first distance screams until I 
hold you the burden of separation 
is resolution. 
Tears scale your face 
night splintered the skull 
of your sleep shivering 
into our room hands scuttle 
scorpions to crawl 
our ribs your dream presides. 
My hand extends toward 
your hand reaches up 
other hands everywhere doing 
this infinite combinations 
throughout time impulse of 
living matter nooks of flesh 
nuzzling salving darkness. 
Consider, 
the clasp erases everything 
and establishes everything 
all at once. 
James Heller Levinson's work has appeared in 
Synaesthesia, Poetry Motel, Conditioned 
Response, and Nexus. His novel, Another Line, 




Animal body movement 
attracted me. 
Impression analyzed: 
arrogant or shy? 
The meeting: 
not worth a second glance. 
Then finally noticed 
what caught your eye? 
You touched me 
held hands 
invaded my circle. 




Are you afraid of me? 
Can you smell my fear of you? 
If we pull away, we'll never know. 
Victoria Hathaway-Sarver is a graduate assistant in English 
at Wright State University and operates a karate school in 
West Milton, Ohio. She worked for too many years for a 
government agency and published too many papers on boring 




He stood tall, thin, and wolf-hungry but spoke 
in a hy Kentucky drawl, school-kid awkward. I 
smiled, imaginin' the Memphis high school talent 
show when young Elvis Aaron wailed "Old Shep" 
without accompaniment. Then this kid, standin' 
with his thumbs hooked in his jeans pockets, 
reared back his blonde, pony-tailed head, closed 
his eyes, and let rip while his bearded guitar 
player follered that voice with sure fingers. 
He crooned unashamed of doomed love, broke­
down dreams, faithless bitches, and boozy nights. 
Too young to know what all a voice can't do, he 
made it do everything while we gaped, not even 
touchin' our drinks, afraid to blink our eyes lest 
we disturbed his concentration. Glancin' left 
and right without movin' my head, I saw this 
rambunctious Saturday night bar crowd was every 
bit as taken with the kid as I was. He could flat 
sing. 
When he finished that first number, the silence 
caved in on us for like three-four seconds before 
we came to ourselves and realized where we'd 
been taken and who was responsible. Then all hell 
busted loose and the applause crashed like a big 
wave before washin' back out and givin' him the 
silence which was what he molded his music out 
of. For one second his eyes turned down, body 
twitched, and I thought maybe there wasn't 
another song in him. But then he recovered, 
reared back, and began again. 
The words were all his, you could tell: pictures 
of Kentucky bluegrass, fog-dawn mountains, and 
riverside taverns with big-hipped waitresses, a 
hillbilly band, and sweaty dance floor. But then, 
too, sometimes he bitched about strippers who 
don't give a shit about the land, and folks livin' in 
cardboard boxes or whites killin' blacks in South 
Africa, his voice still sweet but stretched tighter'n 
a hangman's noose. I favored the love songs m' self 
and how he'd work those thin lips of his over a 
phrase to milk all the good out of it. They weren't 
your regular love songs neither. No, buddy. These 
were about real folks: what happened when Jerry 
got Jenny p.g. after the man she hoped to marry 
got buried in a slate fall. It was during one of those 
life-done-dumped-on-two-lovers-again tunes that 
it happened. Wasn't nobody ready for it. Makes 
me ponder-lookin' back-where'd the kid come 
from anyhow? Red said he just come in off the 
street and said he'd sing for nothin'. Hell, anything 
can happen. 
By this time, the kid had us all in the palm of his 
baby's butt-soft hand when he went down on one 
knee, his eyes closed as usual, one hand clamped 
on the mike like it was a direct line to God, his 
right one palm-up like a TV preacher beggin' us 
to send a hundred bucks and be saved. Glancin' 
around again, I saw a few smiles fade, some o' the 
men lookin' a little put off. 
Well, 'fore you knew it, both his knees was on 
the floor and I wondered was he gonna pray or 
what. The old guitar player just kept on, not seein' 
nothin', like it was all natural as the world for a 
white boy to sing for a bunch of drunks on his 
knees. Then the kid's right hand sorta gnarled up 
into a claw, and he thrust it inside the flannel shirt 
he'd halfway unbuttoned (to please the women, 
I'd reckoned). He dropped his head, his ponytail 
slidin' over his shoulder, hidin' his face as he 
wrenched out the last line of the saddest damn 
song I ever did hear. But before we could clap, he 
jerked like an arrow had just ripped through him, 
tore his hand loose, fumbled it out of his shirt and 
held up his heart. In the dirty white spotlight, it 
looked kinda blue, no bigger'n one o' my ripe Big 
Boy tomatoes, and it was still pumpin' away. 
That's what got me the most. It's one thing to rip 
out your heart in front of fifty drunk working-class 
stiffs and their women-folk; it's another to hold it 
up and make us watch the damn thing work! 
Nobody moved, spoke, or breathed-not even 
Clem Phillips, whose black lung hadn't given him 
a wheezeless breath in ten years. The kid watched 
it, too, and the guitarman was payin' attention for 
the first time. A little blood dribbled down the 
boy's arm-not as much as you'd think-and he 
didn't seem to be losin' any anywheres else. His 
blood looked silver, like mercury, in that light. 
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And the kid's face twisted into a big ol' smile. It 
raised the fur on the back o' my neck, makin' me 
feel like the first time I'd seen rattlers at service. 
Not only did this kid want me to watch him hold 
up the only heart God had given him, he wanted 
me to grin with him about it, too. It unnerved me, 
I'll tell you. 
I was about ready to hit the road when the 
singin' started up all around me. Not singin' 
exactly, but kind of a wide-open hum, and it 
wasn't no hymn I'd ever heard. Oh, you could tell 
it was a churchy tune: prob'ly one of the backslid 
brethren started it, and everybody else chimed in. 
Yes, everybody! Though the bar was dark, I could 
see well enough that all lips were movin', not 
only the ladies like in church-and I was most 
flummoxed when my own lips unhinged and I 
croaked into gear. Hell, why not? 
How did we know the song? One part of my 
beery brain hollered, while the other part crooned 
like Ma used to before bedtime: "Just close your 
eyes and let go." So I did and damned if I didn't 
bust out in a grin, too. But pretty soon my eyes 
decided, without ask.in' me, to dump the rivers I'd 
kept dammed up since I was about five. So there I 
sat cryin', like I'd been born again in Stivers Creek. 
Pretty soon we was standin' up singin' and 
damned if the kid didn't let down his arm at last­
it musta been near dead-and easy as if he was 
puttin' on a mu tard pla t r, stuck the hand with 
his heart back in ide his shirt, fumblin' a little like 
a bosomy woman fixin' her bra iere, then pulled 
the hand out mpty. While he tood up wobbily, 
we all sat down and hushed, though Clem has 
commenced in wheezin' again and Red busted a 
liquor bottle behind the bar. Everyday life had 
come back the second he stood up and wiped his 
bloody hand on his dirty jeans, leavin' a shiny 
patch that drew my eyes like a bulls-eye. Then he 
cleared his throat, all gawky shy Kentucky kid 
again, said "Thank y'all," soft as a virgin on her 
bride-bed, and slunk off stage, the guitarman 
follerin' him out the door. It was the damnedest 
thing I ever did see. 
Ed Davis teaches English literature and creative 
writing at Sinclair Community College in Dayton, 
Ohio. His work has appeared in Wind, Samisdat, 
Inside Running, Appalachian Heritage, and 
Carolina Literary Companion. 
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A Wanted Poster: 
Western Style 
Michael E. Graham 
Wanted: Jesus of Nazareth for crimes against reason. 
For coming back from the dead. 
For the violation of certain laws contrary to nature. 
For the violation of certain metaphysical certitudes. 
Including among others: raising others from the dead, 
giving sight to the blind, making the lame walk, and for 
the cessation of an issue of blood. 
Reward offered by atheist who is not so sure that all 
things are not possible for this Jesus of Nazareth. 
In addition this Jesus of Nazareth is wanted for 
doctrinal violations that confute the pharisaical mind set; 
including Predestination, the idea of Grace, the idea of 
an elect that does not embody the ideas of the Essenes, 
the Sadducees and the Pharisees, the idea of a church as 
a body of believers and the idea that in heaven human 
beings are as the angels and are not given in marriage. 
Wanted for walking on water, for the removing of a much 
too heavy tombstone, the outrageous claim of feeding 5,000 
with two fish and five loaves of bread. 
Wanted: This Jesus of Nazareth. 
Michael E. Graham has a B.A. from Wright State 







The man its amidst the accumulated effluvium 
of his point} ly destroyed society. It surrounds 
him like o much rubble, the end product of 
millions of years of worthless evolutionary conceit. 
The man knows this with grim certainty. The 
rubble warms him, clothes him, feeds him, and 
sustains him; yet its very existence points out his 
kind' s inevitable doom. The processed and printed 
upon cellulose at his feet proclaims the demolition 
of his planet's ecosystem and the increasingly 
pointless existence of barely controlled military 
forces on his doorstep and across the globe. Across 
the room, the audiovisual receiver glows, detailing 
the ever-increasing slaughter of his own kind by 
his own kind and the apathy among the survivors 
so great that they simply step over the bodies if 
they are not goading the annihilation onward. In 
the wall, an aural reproduction system blares, 
informing of the plague of chemicals his fellow 
sentients voraciously consume despite the 
destruction of both mind and spirit, detailing the 
fairy rings of pseudointellectual idiots endlessly 
bickering futilely over every irrelevant detail of 
the crisis while the world collapses around them. 
The man no longer absorbs the information. It 
no longer matters to him. The man has read the 
signs. They could hardly be ignored, and 
the message they stated was undeniable and 
unavoidable. Oblivion. The man's, the race's, the 
society's, the planet's. 
The man knows the facts. The same incredible 
mental agility and unstoppable intellectual grasp 
that affords him an understanding of the situation 
is the same thing that has caused it. The human 
mind creates, yet it cannot control what it makes. 
The man understands it all, yet he cannot alter the 
pattern. 
The man stands, the futility of the gesture so 
heavy that he nearly laughs, a harsh and bitter 
sound. He piles the cellulose for recycling, turns 
off the redundant audio and visual equipment, 
and eliminates the unnecessary heat and light that 
pour unbidden into his dwelling. The man feels 
his way through the darkness to his bed and 
lowers himself into it, carefully pulling the covers 
up no further than his neck, the gesture again 
feeling small and pointless to him. The man closes 
his eyes. 
At least he can still dream. 
Ken Fasimpaur is a junior at Wright State 
University, majoring in English. His interests 





The Death of Billy the Kid: 
Four Poems 
Arthur Winfield Knight 
Paulita Maxwell: Peaches 
He brought me a peach 
the first time he came. 
It was the Fourth of July, 
dusk, and some chi1dren 
were playing with fireworks. 
Billy and I sat 
on my father' s porch, 
sharing the peach 
he'd plucked from the orchard 
behind our house. 
He seemed embarrassed 
when I put his left hand 
on my breast, 
holding it there. 
The juice from the peach 
ran between my breasts 
and my breath became faster. 
A rocket exploded, 
showering us 
with blue and green sparks, 
and Billy's eyes 
were blue and green. 
I was surprised 
at how thin his wrist was. 
I looked at his right palm 
in the light of the doorway 
and knew 
he was going to die 
soon. I said, 
"A dark woman will love you." 
Arthur Winfield Knight directs the creative 
writing program at California University of 
Pennsylvania, and he is the film critic for the 
Russian River News in Guerneville, California. 
His work has appeared previously in Nexus. 
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Pete Maxwell: Shamed 
I tell Paulita 
she's shamed herself 
but she just looks at me, 
eating an apple 
as if it were 
forbidden fruit. 
The juice dribbles 
down her chin. 
I tell Billy, 
"I treated you like a son, 
bringing you into my home, 
but you betrayed me." 
Billy says, "You think 
you're supposed to 
make a speech like that 
because you're her father. 
Now you've made it. 
Get." He gestures 
toward the door. 
When I leave, 
he and Paulita are laughing. 
Their voices follow me. 
Laughing. 
He shouldn't have shamed me 
in front of my daughter. 
Now I've told Garrett 
where Billy's hiding 
and he's coming to kill him. 
Tonight the laughter stops. 
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Billy the Kid: Snowbirds 
"Suppose Pat Garrett 
was a pretty little bird 
and suppose 
that pretty little bird 
in the street was him," 
I say, pointing 
at a snowbird 
in front of the saloon. 
"If I was to shoot 
that little bird 
and hit him anywhere 
except in the head 
it would be murder." 
Drunken logic. 
I shoot from the hip 
and a headless snowbird 
levitates in the bloody air. 
I say, "No murder," 
then fire again 
and another bird 
runs in a bloody circle, 
its head missing. 
Acquitted again. 
The boys laugh and cheer. 
The third time I fire 
feathers fly 
and the bird has a red bib 
where its breast used to be. 
"Boys," I say, 
"I've murdered Pat." 
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Pat Garrett: Pals 
We drank double shots 
of bourbon 
back to back with beer. 
I told Billy's older brother 
it had to be the way it was, 
the Kid would never surrender, 
and Joe said he understood. 
Billy was always wild. 
I told Joe the Kid and I 
rode together, 
played cards together, 
drank together, 
slept with the same women; 
we were pals. Joe said, 
"Now we're pals," 
slurring his words, his arm 
on my unsteady shoulder, 
but it wasn't the same 
as when Billy touched me. 
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The Three Captains 
Mike Lipstock 
Off and on the man and the woman had been 
coming to the Bahama Islands for years and now 
it had finally become home. They lived in a house 
with a front yard that was the turquoise sea. Their 
flowers were the purple and yellow corals that 
peeked through the clear surf. On some days, 
when the tide was low, they would walk the 
empty white beaches hand in hand clear to the 
horizon and watch the early dawn. It was a sky 
that was a brilliant blue, except at midday when 
it was a white laser that blinded the eye. 
They had a patched-up car that rusted from the 
salt spray and a dinky little boat with a homemade 
red sail and a set of oars. They fished a lot and 
knew the ledges where the big crawfish/lobsters 
lived. On a good day, they still went under with 
spears and could bring up a good meal. But to 
really fish and get the big craw, they had to go 
with the Bahamian Captains and work the water 
their way. 
They were up early that morning and went 
down to Mrs. Famsworth's bakery. It was on the 
edge of the water... a small blue and yellow shack 
that leaned tiredly on a pile of conch shells twenty 
feet high. Mrs. Farnsworth was a lady of great 
tradition. In her world of 19th-century British 
Bahamas, everyone was either Mister, Mistress, 
Captain, or the most venerated rank-Uncle. She 
also was the unpaid broker for all the jobless conch 
fishermen on her part of the island. 
They climbed the front steps and their mouths 
watered. The smell of baking bread overpowered 
them. She nodded as they came in and bought out 
a small tub of butter, mugs of coffee, and hot 
Johnny bread. They slabbed the butter on and she 
smiled as they devoured the whole loaf. She was 
thinking how nice it would be if they ordered a 
few to take home... she could use every penny that 
came in these days. She watched them finish and 
was thrilled when the man said, "Put aside four 
loaves and a dozen muffins!" 
"I have de lime and de beach plum pies also." 
"I love 'em," he said. "Put away three and 
three." 
"You and de Mistress go wid de Captains for de 
fish?" In their world, anyone with even a rowboat 
was given the rank of Captain. 
"Is Captain Basil free?" 
"I tink so, but you can get Captain Bowlegs or 
Captain Snakehead if you like. Dey not working 
de conches today." 
He looked through the window and wondered 
how the water over the reef would be. 
"That water look rough today, Mrs. 
Farnsworth?" 
"No, she look good and flat." 
"Can you see if Captain Basil is without the 
rum? The Mistress and I would like to fish the 
open water." 
"Dot Captain Basil, he look good last night. 
All dose boys catch a ton ob de conch and dey too 
tired even for de rum. Dey go to sleep! Dey be nice 
and clean now. You and the Mistress go down to 
de dock. But be careful. Oat bunch ob planks are 
all broke up. Wait by dat blue boat and I send 
Captain Basil to fetch you." 
They walked out to the broken old dock that 
was ready to float out to sea and, with just a 
glimmer of the sun coming up from the east, could 
barely make out the blue boat listing to port. It was 
always a problem... it smelled from dead fish and 
conch, had a lousy old Johnson that was put 
together with chewing gum, and it leaked from 
every seam in its planking. Why the hell did they 
go? Because those rumheads could see through 
water and always gave them the thrill of a lifetime. 
They always swore that it was the last time, but 
Goddamn, they always came back for more. 
Basil slept in a rude little shack and when Mrs. 
Farnsworth came and whispered in his ear that 
they were here for "de fish," he came alive and 
bolted from the cot, kissing her on the cheek. He 
thought about the man and the woman... maybe 
twenty dollars if the catch was good. With that 
kind of money he could even see Miss Louise 
tonight. He liked the two of them, kind of old, like 
his daddy, but with lots of nerve. Ya take 'em over 
de reef in de big swells, dey never get sick and dey 
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listen to him good. Dey get a lot ob de big fish 
today... maybe he make dem de surprise and go to 
de missile for de craw. He kept thinking about it 
and decided that he needed an extra man to help 
him... Snake head? 
The man and the woman could see Captain 
Basil coming. He stepped carefully over the loose 
plank . He was short, heavy in the shoulders, and 
had huge arms. Why did the two of them always 
think of him as a slave debarking from a clipper 
ship and dragged in chains to the auction block? 
Was it attitude, posture, or just plain animalistic 
vibes? 
He, of course, came in his Bahamian officer's 
uniform of the day. Black bikini swim shorts, a hat 
thick with bait stains that said "Captain," and bare 
feet that were impervious to the big splinters on 
the derelict dock. 
Nobody had enough conch work for the coming 
day, so he was followed by his officer corps­
Captain Bowlegs and Captain Snakehead. Bowlegs 
wore his stained and battered tuxedo with the 
satin lapels and Captain Snakehead was in lime­
colored shorts and a purple turban. The turban 
jolted them. 
"Why the turban, Captain Snakehead?" 
"I join de Order ob de Oak." 
"Who are they?" 
"Dey de nice people who take care ob de 
children." 
"Oh, really, that's nice to know," the man said, 
lifting his eyebrows. Captain Basil tipped his 
cap ... 
"Mornin', Mistress Kay. Mornin', Mr. Bob." 
"Morning, Captain Basil," they answered. 
"De water looks fine and de tide is slack. She 
runnin' good ... dat means for de good fish ... you 
go? I got surprise for you too!" 
"What's that, Captain?" 
"You see later." 
Bob looked at the crew who were now 
unloading the conch into a craw. 
"Captain Basil," he said, "I can't afford the price 
of three Captains on this charter." 
"Dot's fine," he said, "give me a little money 
and just buy dem boys some rum." 
"Okay," said Bob, "but don't get bombed like 
the last time!" 
"We come in nice and good, no?" 
"Yeah, but you gave us heart failure." He 
looked at his wife as she threw up her hands. 
They had three 5-gallon gas cans, four long 
pushing poles, and two extra spark plugs. The 
damn engine even started on the first try and 
Kay gave a loud" Amen!" This made them 
laugh... Basil was thinking how he had always 
thought of her as his mother, only with blond hair. 
She also had the thin but strong wrists. 
In the Captain ' maritime fleet, you fished 
under th ir rules ... not th smarte t rules, but firm 
rules: NO FISHI G POLES ... HAND LINES 
ONLY! 
"Makes de game more sportin'," they said. 
For small fish out on the reef, they used lines 
wrapped around chunks of wood. Sinkers were 
the usual screws, bolts, or odds and ends from 
recent auto wrecks. Bait was universal, the skin 
and guts of the conch ... " slops" they were called. 
In the deep water over the reef where the big fish 
lived, they used clothesline with even more weight 
and an assortment of hooks running down the last 
two feet of line. The trick was to make the hit and 
then play them out.. .little pulls at short 
intervals.. .let out ...pull in, always bringing in a 
little more than you let out. But it was havoc if you 
hooked a forty-pound fighter and exhausting if 
you got it aboard. But damn! It was exciting! 
They got Kay a small milkbox to sit on and 
cleared away some of the big pink-shelled conches 
from her feet. She carefully took out her" fishin'" 
golf gloves and checked to see if she had enough 
lunch for all of them. Bob stood up front with her 
and squeezed her waist. They both watched the 
sun come up .. .it burned a hole in the sky. 
"Gonna be a hot one," he said. 
"I know, we'll have to jump in later on." 
"No, not in that open water. The current is like 
a fast river out there in the gulf stream. We'll wait 
till we get back to the reef." 
"Think we'll get in for the crawfish?" she asked. 
"Depends on their mood." 
They, five very cramped people, chugged along 
in a 14-foot blue boat with a 25-horsepower 
(womout) motor. Was it really worth it? Ask them 
again when the fish hit. "You can't buy this for no 
money," was the usual answer. 
It was light when they rounded the last point 
and headed out to sea. Kay kept looking out at the 
horizon and could see the first of the swells wash 
the side of the little blue boat... not so calm as they 
said. Her delicate hands held to the gunwhales 
and she thought of Bob at her side and how much 
he loved the sea and the chase. 
The boat was climbing the swells and plowing 
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back into the furrows, but Captain Basil held her 
steady on the course he'd plotted. Their trust in his 
seamanship was never a consideration-he was a 
master, drunk or sober. She turned but once ... the 
land was out of sight. Basil watched her and knew 
that, as brave as she was sitting on a milkbox in 
a dog of a boat, there was always the worry. 
Sudd nly, he stood up and shouted over to her... 
"Nothin' can happen, Mistress Kay! I have de 
two extra spark plugs!" She gave a small laugh 
and waved him away. 
The sun was bright now and the three Captains 
were squinting at the looping waves of the gulf 
stream. Basil cut the engine and announced ... 
"We are here!" 
The other Captains nodded and the clotheslines 
plunged over the sides to the spot in the Atlantic 
that these boozers had marked with an "X." As 
soon as the lines hit bottom, the rum came out and 
was passed from mouth to mouth. While they 
gulped it down, Kay readied herself for the first 
hit. They had loaded the hooks with big chunks of 
juicy conch and let out plenty of line. She braced 
herself and, when it hit, her arms felt like they 
were torn from their sockets. 
"Play him, lady. Give him de line, Mistress!" 
The rope whizzed through her hands and she 
could feel the death struggle. The game had 
begun. She fed him line and pulled back. She let 
it out just a little and could hear Bowlegs give her 
the cadence in a soft voice ... 
"Now, let out!" 
The mighty pull on her arms abated. 
"Take him in, hand over hand, slow like! He's 
comin', let out! Now, pull hard!" 
Her arms were numb and her heart was 
pumping a mile a minute. But damn! She held on 
and could feel a little slack. 
"Ya got 'em, Mistress. Now, easy like, smooth 
'em in." 
She was happy that she took the golf gloves, her 
palms were soaked with sweat and she could see 
the rope marks grooved in the leather. Snakehead 
stood with the gaff and, when it broke water, he 
yelled ... 
"Ocean Tally, big one ... I say twenty pounds!" 
She looked at the beauty of the fish-a purple 
and blue that would fade fast -in the morning sun. 
Bob rushed to her side and gave her a hug. He 
was so damn proud. Soon, he had his own fight 
with a 30-pound kingfish ... fought him all the way, 
muscle against muscle. He played him out and 
thought how it would be with a good spinning 
rod-a lot easier. But this was an art all to itself. 
Snakehead and Bowlegs were bringing in 
barracuda, damn poison fish, but like every 
Bahamian, they loved to eat them. Fish were 
coming in from everywhere, and the blue boat 
looked like an extension of the sea. Kay brought 
up a golden grouper, the kind that went for eight 
bucks a pound, and Bob had a small lemon shark 
and a wriggling octopus on the line together. The 
hours were ticking away and the fish were piling 
up ... God, what a day it was turning out to be. 
Soon they stopped to eat and brought out the 
sandwiches and soda. The sandwiches they 
devoured but the drink was"de rum." A bite of 
food ... a slug ... that's the way it went for lunch. 
A second bottle came out. Kay gave them more to 
eat, but the booze was going down to damn fast. 
Their metabolisms were going out of whack and 
she worried sitting out there in a sea full of angry 
waves. 
Bob leaned over to the Captain and whispered 
in his ear. Basil, still swigging hard, pulled hard on 
the motor. .. no good .. .it missed. He pulled again 
and again, but now it was flooded. Too damn 
much choke! 
"We wait. She dry up," he said. 
The sandwiches were all gone and they were 
still starved. Now, they went to work on the 
conch. Bowlegs cracked the pink ends of the shell 
with an axe and Snakehead peeled them. 
"We scorch dem. You ready, Mistress?" said 
Basil. 
She nodded and got her stuff ready. Basil took 
the solid piece of peeled meat and ran his sharp 
knife vertically and horizontally, "scoring/ 
scorching" them and making for an easier chew. 
He tossed to her each chunk and she dropped 
them into the scorch bag. First went the conch, 
then the fresh lime juice, some salt, and then the 
Tabasco. She shook the hell out of it to get a good 
mix and then it was passed around. 
"Ah, what a gift from de sea ... have a drop of 
de rum, Mistress." 
She pressed the bottle to her mouth and was 
surprised that it was so damn good with the 
conch. They ate until they were ready to burst and, 
with the third bottle gone and shaky marbles in 
their heads, tried to start the motor again...no 
good ... the damn motor was shot. 
But like Captain Bowlegs said, "What de hell. 
I feel so <lorn fine, who cares if she ever starts up." 
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Kay cared. She always did when she went with 
these bums. 
"You bring out the sheet and I give you a six 
pack of cold bear." 
"You got de beer, Mistress. Fine, we put up de 
sheet." 
Captain Skinhead, master of the stores, 
rummaged under the long work poles and 
brought up a tattered old sail furled around a long 
pole. He jammed it into a space between the extra 
gas tanks and opened it carefully. It was a jib sail 
of a thousand colors, stitched and patched with 
pieces of red and blue canvas, yellow sail cloth, 
and a black spot just waiting for a skull and 
crossbones. 
They hoisted it into the wind and the limp rag 
suddenly filled and turned into a beautiful work 
of art. Captain Basil caught a passing breeze in the 
sail and the little blue boat heeled. His head was 
unscrewed from "de rum." He had no compass 
and no land in sight, and he stared straight up into 
the sky. His staff of officers watched the water but 
it was the commander himself, Captain Basil, who 
tacked the little boat into the wind and followed 
an empty sea. 
There were always so damn impressed. Three 
alcoholic fisherman who could barely read and 
yet could navigate and sail the high seas totally 
independent of a cranky motor. They had two 
beers apiece and were ready to walk on water, 
but they never lost the tack or their set course. 
"How do you know the way back with no 
compass and no stars?" Bob asked. 
"We got de sun and dose two Captains read 
the ripples. Dot's what leads de way." 
"Oh," Bob said, shrugging his shoulders 
towards Kay. "De ripples, I gotta remember dot." 
The boat was like a cork and the little sail with a 
snoutful of wind was climbing watery mountains 
and sliding into liquid valleys. Off to port for a 
second or two they saw a 40-foot ketch on the 
top of a huge wave and, in next second, saw it 
disappear into still another valley. What in the 
world could they look like to them? Kay 
wondered. 
Bob and Kay watched Captain Snakehead 
carefully fold his purple turban and mumble that 
"dis water too angry for de order ob de Oak." 
Bowlegs was busy butting and cleaning the fish 
and the two of them wrapped an arm around 
each other and watched the Captain at work. 
Way off in the distance, on the starboard side, 
they could see the familiar point of the headland. 
The royal blue of the deep gave way to the 
turquoise of the shallow reef ... their home colors. 
They came in close to a beautiful beach and 
Basil slacked in the sail of a thousand colors. He 
pulled them in with a rope, and, as the bottom 
scraped the sand, Captain Skinhead graciously 
held her hand and g ntly lifted her into the 
shallow clear wat r. 
Back on firm ground again, they tackled the 
dead motor problem. The three Captains pulled 
the old Johnson apart piece by piece and found the 
problem in the carburetor. Sons of a gun had that 
motor purring in a matter of minutes. 
Captain Basil beamed and was ready to spring 
the surprise. In his own way he explained that 
years ago a "dud" missile from Cape Canaveral 
whizzed over the island and buried itself in the 
water a few miles off shore. It was a big secret 
among the Conchies and only they knew how to 
find it. 
"Why is it so special, Captain?" Kay asked. 
"All de big fishes and de craw live down by it 
and we use it for de family when de conch not 
runnin'. You so good in de deep water today 
we make you de surprise. We go dare for de 
crawfish." 
Captain Bowlegs, still wearing his tuxedo 
jacket, took over the motor and turned the handle 
until it flew across the flats. He made a sharp turn 
into a forest of mangrove and followed a labyrinth 
of narrow paths. Suddenly, he shot out into a 
clearing of open green water. Again, he turned and 
the gang of five holding on to ropes searched in 
every direction. 
"Dare she is!" 
"Looks like a big bus standing on its nose," she 
said. In another minute they could see the letters 
on its side that spelled NASA. 
Now it was the Captains' time to be impressed 
as Bob and Kay put on snorkles, fins, masks, and 
took spear guns. 
"How can dey do dat?" 
The Captains were terrified of the water-in a 
boat, fine, but never on the bottom of the sea. 
"Dey never afraid ob dem sharks?" 
"Dey never look at dem." 
"How dat Mistress go into de hole and shoot 
dose tings?" 
"Dey brave people. Dey say nothing out in de 
swells. Oat was bad water.. .I was afraid we sink!" 
"Me too." 
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That was the way their conversation went, total 
awe, as Bob and Kay slipped over the side. 
The first glimpse at a new underwater site is 
always a shock to the senses ... this one was no 
exception. The missile had turned into a gigantic 
reef teaming with fi h nibbling on the corals that 
grew on the sides. At the very bottom there was a 
big hol that had ru ted through; thi caught their 
immediat attention. They glided down and 
looked in. They could see each other smile 
through the masks. It was crawling with the huge 
Bahamian lobster, the crawfish. They shot back up 
to the top for air with big grins on their faces. 
Captain Bowlegs leaned over and said, "You 
like dat big freezer of ours. Dose are for eatin', 
not for sellin'. You see dose big craw, huh?" 
They gulped air and went down again. They 
knew every trick in the book, every angle to shoot 
from. They hit them and pushed them up the 
spear. Hit again and again and ran to the top for 
air. They handed over the spears laden with craw, 
and, in a second, the Captains had fresh ones in 
their hands. A couple of oldsters who couldn't 
navigate with the sun and read ripples and had a 
hard time fishing with clothesline. But down there 
they were showing the Captains a few tricks. 
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They finally came aboard and thanked the gods 
and the Captains for such a wonderful day. The 
trip back was slower and they all were enjoying 
the colors of the water and beach awash in a 
different glow as the sun was setting. As they tied 
up they could see Mrs. Farnsworth running out to 
meet them. 
"Ya catch de fish, Mistress? A whole bunch, 
good. Was de Captains away from de rum? Dey 
were? Now dot's fine!" 
There must have been a few hundred pounds of 
cleaned fish laying on the dock and many big 
lobster tails deveined and ready for the pot. Mrs. 
Farnsworth was given a share and the Captains 
had enough left for a good payday. Captain Basil 
would go out with Miss Louise tonight. Bob gave 
Basil thirty dollars, and Bowlegs and Snakehead 
gave him the purple turban and stained tuxedo for 
ten bucks apiece. Everyone was damn happy and 
they hugged each other goodbye. Bob and Kay got 
into their rusty old jalopy, and, before he started 
the motor, held her tight and kissed her tenderly. 
They laughed, secretly thanking each other for a 
great, great day. 
Mike Lipstock has traveled and lived in many parts of the 
world and has developed agreat love for writing, golf, and 
scuba diving. His work has appeared in many magazines and 




Our mother was so beautiful 
the idea of a jok offended her. 
Whole days she read; Fridays 
she wanted a certain kind of 
Venezuelan lace, not black fur 
flying off in clumps, no 
memento of wolf. Still 
we went on joking about an 
emptiness that thickened 
in the cold. She would leave 
on a train: she told us 
as if she had seen its light. 
Mother! Is that you? 
Here we are with our paws 
on the ticketmaster' s counter. 
Eve Shelnutt used to edit Nexus and now teaches at Ohio 
University in Athens. Her third book of poems, First a 
Long Hesitation, will be published by Carnegie Mellon 
University Press in January 1992. She is the editor of The 
Confidence Woman: 26 Women Writers at Work, 
published in May 1991 by Longstreet Press. 
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At Some Level 
Eve Shelnutt 
At some level Nietzche and Keats 
vex the ground with sticks 
after a night's sleep ruined by electric 
lights, loud music. Sand 
in a place like this: flat acres 
sifting fine-grained over stone 
immovable where hands reach. 
Fingerprints, obsession, surprise ... 
They breathe stale air 
in a cafe and sometimes anticipate 
an end to trembling. Soon enough 
they will discover the voice 
of Maria Callas, her jewels, her legs. 
They have known many bodies; 
a girl says a sentence. Stoop to hear 
how warm it was on the train, why 
she is eating an apple. At some level 
uncover something to forget 
this very night. Keats scratches 
a question in good taste. The shadow 




Whenever you speak I fear 
it may be someone else 
like turning around in the street and seeing someone else instead 
of you in the midst of the story 
which has no beginning, no climax not an end 
it's almost a bad fusion of jazz and baroque sound 
but it's more abstract than the sand with your name 
on it swept by the ocean 
and more lyrical than my words: 
Where are we now? 
Somewhere in the universe 
which is expanding, on plastic Earth 
under the neon sky or on a swing 
trying to catch up with the stars above­
symmetry is not funny but overbearing 
and quite popular like the song in which an ugly 
bird keeps on repeating "kisses 
are prohibited around here"-it's not 
a warning but reality printed on a metal beach board 
bitten by salty winds and summer in which we forgive 
the telephone wires their melting tendency, 
regal frequency of the satirical, blazing radars, 
quand est que je t'voir, 
my bright poison, far fetched star? 
Nina Zivancevic lives in New York City. Her 
work has previously appeared in Nexus. 
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A Small Consideration 
George W. Smyth 
"I want what I have coming," Shardana Krause 
aid to her employer, "because I'm off and about 
my father's bu ine s." She smiled her brightest 
mile. "Total my vacation time, sick leave, 
severance pay, those parting shots." 
"Miss Krause, a check is waiting. I anticipated 
something." 
''I'm firing myself, you see? Maybe before you 
do. Thanks for your anticipation. Have I been a 
decent public relations person?" 
"Why? Are you looking for another job?" 
"Going about my father's business, like I said." 
"And your father-?" 
"Oh, he's around." 
"In public relations, Miss Krause?" 
"Call me Shardana. All my friends do." She was 
still smiling, but now there was a touch of sadness 
about her mouth. "My father. Oh yes, very public 
relations. He knows everyone, only everyone just 
doesn't know him yet." 
"He has connections?" 
"The right or the wrong kind." She frowned. 
"That's a statement, not a question." 
"If I may get a little helpful and personal-" 
"No. Public was and still will be for me. When 
I get around to it." 
"Around to what?" 
She smiled again." A leading question. I don't 
mind those. I hate the follow-up kind." 
"I don't get it." He stood up behind his desk. 
"You don't follow any lead?" She stood up, too. 
"Pardon the question. Don't try to answer it. ru 
just go out in the world and get relations and 
attention and whatever else is coming to me now. 
Bye, have a nice-" 
"Luck," he said, with a tight smile. 
"Life," she said. 
"There'll be someone for you, something for 
you," he said, then picked up the telephone. 
"No real communication on the telephone, that 
medium, or consideration for others," she said, 
then closed the door softly, walked out to the 
street, and looked up to a tall and luxurious 
apartment building. My father should but doesn't 
live in one of those swanky places, she thought. 
He should also have a place in the country. Now 
where would he live if he could settle anywhere? 
I must consider that, among other small 
considerations I should let come my way. But now 
I'll go home and start planning ahead, my own 
personal and public relationship. That shouldn't 
hurt, but who knows where harm and help is? 
Not my father. 
Help is where you find it, she thought 
suddenly, and harm is only how you see it and 
not let it hurt you. Now she smiled, pleased with 
what she felt as her insight, and walked further 
on to her tiny apartment where she lived alone. 
Maybe I should have a pet, she thought, but that 
would restrict me somewhat, and one thing I 
do have now is freedom, no limits to stop me 
from ... carrying on? She laughed and threw her 
coat on the worn sofa, went to the kitchen, and 
drank a large glass of cold water. She found herself 
lately practicing more and more of her father's 
habits, such as tossing garments and gulping 
water. 
Now she went into her bedroom to lie down. 
She had had too much wine the night before, and 
this, coupled with the strain at the office, had 
given her a headache. Pulling back the cover on 
the bed, she saw a note pinned to her pillow that 
read, "Shardana, my dear, it has been far too long. 
But I have a surprise for you. On your dresser is a 
ticket to the show I'm currently in. So I'll see you 
at the theatre tonight. My love, you father." 
Shardana smiled, carefully folded the note, 
found the ticket, and thought, yes, it's been far 
too long since he's had a part in a play. And he is 
being considerate, even if only in a small way. 
Anyway, it was thoughtful of me to let him have 
a key. 
She looked in the closet for a special dress for 
the meeting with her father. Staring at the meager 
assortment of clothing, she saw nothing 
appropriate. It's not every night I get to see my 
father up there on a stage performing, she thought. 
He'll expect me to look my best and... act my best, 
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too. And I can only do that if I have a new dress 
or some kind of matching outfit. She found her 
checkbook. That's getaway money, she reminded 
herself, and then recalled she had forgotten to pick 
up her check at the office. I'm getting forgetful 
about little things, she thought. Just like him. But 
I am off about my father's business. The note and 
the ticket prov that. But I can't spend any of the 
money I've saved, the money that may have to 
save me. So I'll wear the only pretty thing my 
father gave me when I was a teenager a long time 
ago. It's skimpy but I'll wear my coat over it and 
to hell with ... the public. 
Now she saw the time. I have four hours, she 
figured, to make myself presentable to my father. 
A soaking bath, proper make-up for once, a little 
nap. First a nap, a touch of darkness. I hope I 
dream, one of those long and silent ones that 
actually last only about five minutes. Or so I hear. 
The curtain was slowly beginning to rise as she 
found her seat. The play, a three-act comedy, was 
called, "A Small Consideration," and Shardana 
saw on the program that her father was listed as 
the second male lead. But always first in my mind 
and heart, she thought as the lights dimmed 
further. Always first, even though he's changed 
his last name from Krause to Kardana. Rather a 
nice touch, Kris Kardana, and perhaps I should 
call myself Shardana Kardana. She laughed out 
loud, and the man next to her said, "Not yet." 
"Not yet what? Not yet call myself? But who 
else will?" Shardana's voice was a firm whisper. 
"I can call myself anything I like, do anything 
I like." 
"If you say so, lady, but the action's up there on 
the stage." He had not looked at her. 
"Action? I should hope so. Oh, I'd so like to 
go on the stage. To join my father, you see? 
Performing artists are often so distant, by nature 
of the profession, by perverse process, by needing 
to hide their true identity, even ignoring their 
own... relatives. Take my father, but remember 
please, he's no joke, he's quite real enough to me." 
Now the man looked over. "Your father's in this 
play?" 
"You just watch. He's tall and dark and will 
be wearing a white dinner jacket. He's extremely 
handsome, but the play's the thing." Shardana 
turned her attention to the stage, where farcical 
proceedings concerning a secretary and her 
employer were under way. Her mind wandered. 
She knew her father did not make his entrance 
until near the close of the first act, and then she 
wondered how she knew that. Oh yes, she 
reminded herself, I read about it in the newspaper. 
The reviewer had been unkind and the theatre was 
only half-filled. "This may be closing night," she 
said, then quickly put her hand over her mouth. 
Now she lowered her head and closed her eyes 
until she heard what she knew to b her father's 
voice in all its full and commanding tones. Then 
she stood up and brushed past the man next to 
her, saying, "It's all been worked out in my mind, 
recently and a long time ago, this part of it, this 
part of something, this opening shot, so pardon 
me." 
Slowly she walked to the back of the theatre 
and at the entrance to the lobby stopped and 
turned around. With narrow eyes she watched the 
man in the white dinner jacket moving around the 
stage. He seemed to Shardana to be kissing the 
hands of several women. There was faint laughter 
in the audience, but Shardana was quiet now. She 
watched the man until his image blurred and then 
felt faint and grasped a brass railing. Four deep 
breaths later, she told herself she was as ready as 
she would ever be. I don't know just where I get 
my ideas, she thought, but I guess they must come 
from my father, his powerful imagination and all 
that goes with it, the many things that come from 
it. 
"And all that goes with this," she said and, 
removing her coat and dropping it to the floor, 
began her dash to the stage, to the small carpeted 
steps in front of the footlights. An usher tried to 
stop her but was pushed aside, and Shardana, 
breathless for a moment, stood in the middle of 
the stage and in front of the lights, before the 
audience, in sequined tights. Strange, she thought, 
those I can see don't seem to see me, seem to be 
looking through me. So that's how it is up here. 
That explains a lot about my father, his aloofness, 
his-
But then she heard calls of "Get off, you," and 
"This isn't a circus," and "Where's your pink 
elephant?" Someone then shouted, "Down in 
front!" 
Shardana, her arms rigid at her sides, began 
crying softly, then slowly turned to the actors in 
back of her. They were all glaring, speechless, 
waiting for something to happen. She could not 
locate her father, but then she felt a hand on her 
waist, a hard hand pinching the sequins. She 
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moved slightly and there he was for her, smiling 
gently. 
She heard him hoarsely whisper, "Leave the 
stage, young lady, or we'll have to lower the 
curtain and have an earlier closing than we want." 
She tried to smile but knew her mouth was 
twitching, tried to raise her arms but they seemed 
paralyzed. 
But then she found strength, from the hot lights, 
th udd n stilln ss of th audience, the presence 
of the man she knew a her father, and lifted a 
hand and spoke clearly, at first to him and then to 
the people in front of her, in back of her, by turn 
the audience and the performers: "I know you 
can't believe I'm in this play, I can't believe it 
either, even though I'd like to, but... a small 
consideration, this presentation is called that? 
Don't lower the curtain, not just yet. Because, you 
see, I ask for some small consideration. Will you 
listen? You out there, you back there." She turned 
to the man beside her." And you up here with me. 
Listen, please. I ask that you recognize me as your 
daughter, that consideration. You see, it must be 
done in public. Tell me and them you're my father. 
I have to hear it in front of people. People I don't 
know. I want the response of people and 
my ... reaction to that, and yours. That's my 
business, was and is. People in public, what they 
do and say and even think. I believe that's right. 
Do I have it wrong? No matter, really, right now, 
any connection. I am here, in front of this public 
gathering. Please understand and ... support me?" 
She raised her voice even louder and turned to 
the man beside her. "Tell them you're my father. 
Tell them now. They want to hear it. I want to hear 
from you. Finally I want that." Then she smiled 
her brightest smile. 
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The man only smiled at the audience, then 
turned to Shardana, away from her, and looked 
offstage. 
"Don't lower the curtain!" Shardana yelled. 
"You people must know this man if my father. 
He must tell you!" 
The man next to her tried to guide her away. 
She wouldn't move and noticed his hands were 
trembling. "No, not back there in that dark and 
unr al place, behind the scenes. I, Shardana, need 
direction here where it's calm. Public attention. 
Some known and reported hope and glory I'll call 
it. A small vapor of that, a consideration of that. 
From you. You, sir, my father. Now tell them what 
you know to be true. No acting now." 
The man said to the audience: "I know nothing 
to be true. Nothing that is going on." 
Shardana stared at him, then shouted: "Give 
me attention! Give me what I need! Recognize me 
finally!" Now she whispered, "You have your 
chance before it's too late for both of us." 
But the only attention and recognition she 
received was from the audience. Before the curtain 
was lowered, she heard whistling and applause 
that now seemed unimportant and was so loud it 
soon deafened her. Still staring at the man next to 
her, she was his mouth frame words, words she 
wanted to hear, whatever they were, true or false. 
But the curtain was down, it was too late, and 
Shardana could hear nothing now, not even a faint 
echo of applause. She turned away from the man, 
fear in her face, was unable to speak, saw only 
blinding but forgiving darkness everywhere 
around her, held out her bare arms and waited 
for the reality or fantasy of the future. 




they are my friends, the walls ... 
~ hated them at first; no sound no light, i cried & pleaded 
1 beat myself against them till blood dripped from my eyes & 
my body would no longer move, rage so great it censored time! 
hate for those who put me here, hate for the Walls! the hatred 
the gray 
the silence .. . 
i ~ould sc~eam for them to move, i would strike them! scream and cry 
with anguish and loneliness, & they would mock me ... 
i would shriek my futility, & they as i. i would rock backwards and forwards 
sobbing until i drowned in sleep ... 
all long ago 
now i Love. 
!hey hold me they smile, they laugh with me & protect me 
1 talk to my Walls, their confidence, their favor 
they teach me. 
patience they are, so wise and strong ... 
they are my gods. 
they used to hide my worlds from me, i thought­
oh! crazy foolish thought! they Are the world! 
corner-shadows cradle me & whisper soft 




they know me they talk to me 
understand me they teach 
i am only a man 
they are my gods, they are forever 
&i Love ... 
Brooke Landreman is a first-year student at Wright 
State University who eats strange foods before she 





in demons & angels & the bogeyman. 
one dark night she told me they 
were going to steal my toes& 
because i believed her i stayed awake 
'til dawn, sweating & afraid& 




You said not to move& 
for five long years i didn't breathe 
i ate Your words and 
unexploded Clandestine Idiot 
now to watch You now to touch You& 
You cut off my hands, said Not My Fault 
You ripped out my tongue saying it's my problem 
not yours, then 
when You held me i bet You felt 
so goddamned safe ... 
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Sideways Weave 
(for Laura Albrecht) 
R. Patrick Jones 
i. what thoughts i have of you 
turning word to page 
from clipped stony shiny 
pebble images-
each holding firmly 
casually a scream 
or demanding midnight seraphim-
ii. from joking conversation 
to tightly bandaged 
emotions. 
rolling in formation 
twitching under your pen 
lining here and here 
and yeah, over here 
iii. i hear made waves of 
static pounding-
you cramming information 
in all forms, to block 
it out while you 
let the angles in 
iv. i feel twitched out-
lying blank-eyed as 
dust motes build cities 
on clear pupils-
as focus begins to blur 
eidetic sunspots on my brain 
R. Patrick Jones is a student at Wright State University. 
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V. i run my fingers over 
typed sheets to feel 
the friction of creation-
i feel like clipping small 
psychotic newspaper letters 
to make a bulky ward spell 
vi. i lick my teeth constantly 
watching cat watching 
cockroach eyeing crumbs 
i make mad faces in bathroom 
mirrors deep in the evening 
vii. muse seduces me with form-
eyeing me with a cool detached 
blue eye sliding-
sleek fingers onto pen she 
borrows my hand 
viii. she leaks out a code 
hidden in the curves 
of letter Y, furtive in 
vowels, loving the lean 
torsoed edge of something-
she sends out messages 
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Untitled 
R. Patrick Jones 
There was an Amish woman 
Who crossed the dirty street last evening 
He~ a~ms crossed a stuttering body language poem 
Twisting eyes-I could hear her pant upstairs 
Where I sit and clip headlines to 
Pictures of people I know 
Epigramic memories stacked into files 
Vanilla thoughts flow charted by shaky pen 
Of things and places where an Amish woman 
Crossing the street arms crossed last 
Late evening in a stuttering body language poem 
Her pants floating over the stereo sounds of my car 
Where gloved hands twist sticky 
Feeling the hairs of your cat ticking 
My pale cuticles-Fingers tappin' out 
Amphetamine rhythms-Fearful in 
Driving dreams 
Where an Amish woman slipped around 
Me crossing street arms crossed 
Stuttering body language haiku 
See See C say 0 
Brushy robin cock robin 
Catching tipping flipping up lip thoughts 
Overlaid with Amish women-
Amish women who look like 
Whores in drag-
Between the legs of Amish 
Women who rasp hard while 
With spasmic hands pick up Robins egg blue 
Merry widows-
Smelling the Ivory soap cologne 
Of Amish women bent over 
To tie shoelaces on black reflective shoes 
Which click clop as they cross 
The street in late evening, Arms 
Across hidden gifts making 
A stuttering body language poem 
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The Conjession of 
Jules Beauregard 
George Keithley 
Written 1899-1910. Translated from the French by Rev. 
Theodore Pell, from the manuscript in the Trappist monas­
tery, The Gate of Heaven, Mingus, California, 1981. 
All my life I believed I was a man who meant 
no harm to anyone. As far back as I can remember, 
I felt in my heart no need to injure others, before 
the horror. I remember, even when I was a child, I 
held back in games. I liked to run and play, to kick 
stones or roll gourds and spin the barrel hoops or 
flip the knife. But it's like this: I took no pleasure 
in beating other boys at play. I felt only shame if I 
chanced to win at another's expense. And I never 
sought fights, yet I often won for I was strong and 
stubborn. Obstine. A blockhead, tetu. But I got no 
pleasure being set against the others in play or 
work. Nor against grown men, later. If I could 
accomplish my task, very well! I thought, I accept 
the reward of my efforts. But must I bring misery 
to someone else? What was my triumph worth 
when I saw the sad eyes of the one who'd lost? No, 
I resolved it was not necessary to live like that. For 
me, it was not possible. ]'amais mon innocence. Je 
revais mon innocence. Je croyais a mon innocence .. .I 
loved my innocence, I dreamed it, I believed in it ... 
Therefore, I came to see that I could not live 
among men. Gaining my meals, clothing, and 
shelter by taking work from another. So, yes, it's 
fitting I should end my days in this place where 
men labor side by side in their common effort. In 
this way my soul was prepared for monastic life 
long before I ever considered undertaking it; many 
years before I approached these walls and sought 
refuge here from the ghosts inhabiting my 
conscience. Must I fill my mouth with the bread a 
gaunt man needs to feed his child? I could not. I 
was strong in body even as a boy, but always I was 
too weak for this world. 
It was the same with women. Often I desired 
a woman, whatever tongue she whispered. Sauk, 
Creole, Anglo, Carib, Africain, Choctaw. Many 
were mulattos. Many were mixed bloods like 
myself. In New Orleans, the city of my youth, 
lived lovely girls of many colors, voices. And in 
the woods and prairies of the north, where I 
trapped and hunted, and in the river towns where 
I traded pelts, I met white and Indian women and 
often wanted to take them in my arms. Like a bird 
startled in a bush. In my blood I felt the wings 
beating. But I could not take a woman unwilling 
like an animal hunted in the hills. Deer or cougar 
or even coyote. I offered what I felt and accepted 
what she gave. Never did I lie down with a 
woman without love. Some men mocked me then, 
in the streets and inns, saying I was more religious 
than the priests, because I was like this with the 
young women. Not so. I was in wonder when I 
was in love. But my soul was in terror, and by this 
terror I was taught restraint. In my desire, I 
thought, I can be who11y myself. But I can't be 
completely human. Love alone accomplishes that. 
Are we not each a child of God? But it's only a 
woman who can bear a man a child, such as he 
was once himself. Only she can bring him again 
to himself. If this journey is so difficult for him, 
Sacristi!, he doesn't want it to be easy for her. I 
enter you, he tells her; you bring forth my child for 
me. But it's not so when a man loves a woman. 
His soul stands in awe of her life-making mystery. 
Then it leaps to take part in the act, saying the 
children that I father, may they come from you 
into this world, wearing our flesh, yours and 
mine, like an orchard in blossom. 
Because I could not live among men and 
women, I came across the mountains and lived 
many seasons among the animals. And I took my 
living from them, the beaver in the streams, the 
bear in the woods, the deer, the cougar, the fox. 
Hunting, trapping, trading pelts. Was I any better 
than the others? No. I thought so, though. I 
believed it was my innocence, my inability to do 
evil as others did, that made me keep my distance 
from my own kind. But only the unborn are 
innocent. When are we free from evil? Asleep we 
resemble all the other animals in Creation. But we 
must wake up. And once we're awake we know 
what we've done. 
So I must live knowing I've betrayed those I 
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love. For I brought death to them. Why? To satisfy 
my own desires. In this way I came to know the 
evil living in myself. Of which I'd never dreamed 
when I witnessed the cruelties of other men. No 
one should worry about the sins we see in others. 
In this shelter, which is proper for meditation, I'll 
consider only the crimes I myself commit, that I 
might top myself in time. Awake at last, I ask, 
what am I that I've done what I have done? 
I lived in the hills, alone, moving with the 
seasons up into the Sierras or downstream near 
the valley, as did the deer, the cougar, the bear. 
The tribes, too. 
Whenever I rode into the village with furs or 
hides, I visited the sheriff if I was to collect a 
bounty. I went next to the tanners. And then? To 
the tavern, Billard's Well, for a bath and meal. 
There I found Kiley and Groat with their friends 
sitting about, gambling, cutting tobacco, drinking. 
Laughing with gay girls who brought them 
whiskey. Always these men appeared happy to see 
me; they were ready with questions: What game 
had I taken? What hides? Were the Mill Creeks 
about? I told them when deer or bear were plenty. 
But I told them nothing concerning the movements 
of the tribe they called Mill Creeks, my neighbors, 
the Yahi, in the canyon. On the ranches and in the 
villages lived whites who, if they could find them 
unawares, would slaughter them. For the whites 
believe they protect their ranches, their livelihood, 
their families, if they remove the Indians from the 
meadows, the woods, the canyons. 
"I can't set my sheep to graze," Kiley 
complained. "Your Maidu, now, they're about like 
sheep themselves. A darker hide is all. My wife, 
she has a Maidu helping in our kitchen. But your 
goddamn Yahi, they got too much nerve to live 
near folks like us. Our homes with our women in 
them. Our stock in the fields. Those bastards steal 
a sheep off you in broad daylight. Just cut its 
throat and carry it away." 
"I wouldn't set sheep in their meadows," 
I offered. 
"Theirs!" Kiley was riled. He rose from his 
chair. His hair was yellow as straw and his long 
face colored fast. Under that shock of yellow he 
was flame red. But he settled back, began to cool. 
"A man can't allow a savage to steal his property 
and kill whatever he fancies, willy-nilly/' he said. 
"Today it's my sheep. Tomorrow it's my wife and 
daughters. You think I go too far? You ask these 
boys. Whatever a white man keeps in this country, 
it's not safe if it's out of his sight. Nothing and 
nobody's safe if you live with savages." 
"Cattle neither/' said young Solly, a hand from 
the big Randall ranch. "Last week they stuck a 
steer with an arrow in its throat, then they cut 
what meat they wanted and left us the carcass to 
find. Like they were back on the prairie hunting 
buffalo. But it's our damn stock!" 
That's so. That grassland once was Yahi 
meadow. Yana and Maidu, too. There they grew 
their grains. Now it's ranchland fenced for cattle. 
Oak groves gave them the acorns they ground 
into meal. But the oak meant good wood for the 
ranchers, so those groves were cut down. With 
fences up and the trees cleared away, the deer and 
the bear move off. There's not much meat around 
so, yes, a Yahl might shoot a beef cow and carve i~ 
up. Or make off with one of your sheep. 
Kiley now was in control of his temper and 
questioned me almost kindly. "Ever ask a Mill 
Creek to hunt with you?" 
"I like to trust my own eye/' I said. "And my 
own hand." 
I saw he didn't believe me. He swallowed the 
last of his drink. "I thought you folks were 
neighbors." 
He said it. I let it be. I knew not to encourage 
these questions, but they kept on. 
"Ever see their traps?" 
"Yes." 
"Did you never pinch anything?" Groat asked. 
"From the traps the Mill Creeks set?" 
"No." I shook my head. "Nor them, either. We 
leave things be." 
"I don't guess they'd be so stupid as to steal 
from you/' Kiley said. "You got the only gun, 
don't you?" 
"I suppose." 
"Christ sake! You'd know, wouldn't you?" This 
was a herder from the Randall ranch. "You'd hear 
them shooting." 
"That's so." 
"All their men go out to hunt?" Kiley asked. 
"Anybody stay home with the women?" 
"I couldn't say." 
"Must be a few old-timers/' said Groat. "Those 
savages don't butcher their old folks, do they? Cut 
their throats like they do our sheep? Then eat them 
up? Must be a few that hang back from the hunt. 
Too far gone to pull a bow." 
I offered no comment on that. 
"You must see where they sleep." 
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"I sleep alone." 
Kiley laughed loudest. And young Solly, he was 
grinning ear to ear. "Jules, you don't have a woods 
wife or two tucked away up there? I don't believe 
that a damn minute, a fine healthy fellow like 
you," aid Kiley. "I think you been holding out on 
u ." 
I 1 t them have their laugh. I was used to it. 
"You fancy a woman now and then, don't 
you?" Groat had this hard little smile. 
"I do," I said. "And you?" 
Kiley laughed again, this time at his friend, and 
that was that. 
Soon the men returned to their sport. I declined 
their dice and cards; I couldn't understand these 
playthings. Nor the talk of money changing hands 
among the merchants. Nor property purchased 
and staked out, least of all the land that gives us 
our living and receives our dead. Nor did I listen 
to scandal concerning this woman or that one. The 
girls of the tavern or wives in the village. Opinions 
that were much in the mouth of the public meant 
nothing to me, as I hadn't lived among these 
people. Such talk drifted by like those thin clouds 
that cross the valley all summer yet never yield a 
drop of nourishing rain. 
As I could take no part in their talk, I sat in 
silence, then I went into the street. Their farewells 
followed me, they wished me luck, but all that I 
felt, truly, was their relief when they saw me 
leaving. They no more knew how to admit me to 
their company than I knew how to be one of them. 
But are we not brothers and sisters before we 
see the light of day? We hunger for the love of one 
another, as every creature knows hunger. Here in 
these rooms the craftsmen among my brothers 
carve the image of the dove, by which they mean 
the Holy Spirit. Yet when dawn spills into the 
valley it's the famished dove that cries above our 
silence. At cockcrow, we walk to Mass and receive 
the wafer of Christ's body; together we walk to the 
refectory for our bread and coffee while the gray 
flocks flap across the fields. Do my brothers know 
the dove's nature? Hard-eyed hunter, it dives to 
pluck its prey from the grass. Feeds on the field 
mouse, devours it down to the bone. At dusk it 
glides home to its nest. Like every other creature, 
even the Holy Spirit, we hunger, we hunt, we rest 
upon the earth. Why then did I not know my own 
nature? 
But no, I felt flattered when Kiley and Groat 
one evening approached me in the tavern. They 
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wished to talk. They bought whiskey. They didn't 
get me drunk, I must not pretend they did. Not so! 
I knew what I was doing. They joined me at my 
meal. Joked with me. Again whiskey, then we 
must talk business. Would I hire out as their 
guide? Kiley, Groat, and two men off that Randall 
ranch near Mingus. These four meant to hunt deer 
along Mill Creek. The season was turning warm, 
the deer were moving to higher ground. Would I 
lead the four hunters through the chaparral a long 
way up Mill Creek Canyon? Through Indian 
country, yes, the land of the Yahl. That most 
intractable tribe; fierce defenders of their hunting 
land. The last to be destroyed by the raiding 
parties. Already whites riding into their tribal land 
had hanged them, or shot them, or herded them 
away like cattle, hundreds of these people driven 
from their meadows below Lassen Peak down to 
Mingus, until only one tribe remained free in their 
homeland and barely fifty of these. If I brought the 
hunters upland where the deer were, would our 
little party be attacked? I said no. 
"Because they recognize you," said Kiley. 
"We'll be safe with you," said Groat. Then they 
asked, when we left would the tribe retaliate 
against the ranches? At night would the Indians 
attack their families, burn the cabins outside Crags 
Landing or around Mingus? 
I promised this would never happen. "I swear 
it!" They took heart when they heard my reply. 
The deer were plenty, I said. I'd seen the herds; 
they were fat. There were more than enough deer 
that season to feed the small tribe. What's more, 
I was sure we could avoid the ground the Yahi 
hunted and stay clear of their huts and caves as 
well. 
They smiled but again grew worried. Hunting 
by themselves, they said, they might stumble onto 
Indian ground and pay dearly for their mistake. 
But with my eyes to guide them, they could avoid 
this peril. 
Here was my opportunity to befriend these 
men, the whites, and to help them by my 
knowledge of the terrain and trails. I saw how they 
valued me now. And no danger need threaten the 
Yahi for I'd keep the hunters clear of them. I, who 
never found friends among my fellow man, was 
needed by these fellows now, and how eager they 
were to have my help. 
"Agreed!" I said. 
So it was settled. That night they paid for my 
meal and my bed in the tavern. A knock on my 
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door in the dark. I climbed from the bed to find a 
girl in a short smock waiting with whiskey. 
Megan, one of the serving girls. "A gift," she said. 
Smiling, she handed the bottle to me. 
"I'd like a drink," I said. I made it clear I'd ask 
for nothing more. She went slowly to the door. 
Turning, she looked frightened. 
"You don't desire me?" 
"I don't know you," I said. She came back to sit 
on the bed, her gaze cast down. 
"I must stay long enough to have drinks with 
you." I understood the men had paid her for this 
visit, for my pleasure, so I required nothing of her. 
I was cheered by her company, we whispered, 
laughed, but within the hour I sent Megan away. 
The next morning, Kiley and Groat came by 
with their friends, two vaqueros who rode up from 
the Randall ranch. With two pack horses, we set 
out, riding quietly into the canyon. We moved 
more stealthily than I'd have thought possible for 
these four with their horses. My holy brothers 
living here cannot be more quiet than the four 
unholy men who followed me that day. In broad 
daylight_ no one could ride into Mill Creek Canyon 
unseen; m fact, I wanted the Yahi to observe us. 
I meant that we should not alarm their lookouts, 
concealed among pines and shadows, but pass 
under their gaze with peaceful purpose. 
When our horses at last were stopped by thick 
growth, we dismounted and the others followed 
me on foot. Kiley and Groat were amazed and 
grateful! "How can you find these trails where we 
see nothing but brush?" I led them over my own 
trails and the animal paths that slip through 
chaparral without breaking a branch. In this way 
I brought us into the heart of the hushed canyon. 
Here you couldn't discover one Yahl heelprint or 
spoor, not even if you crept like a coyote along the 
ground. 
So I led my new friends upstream where the 
deer fed. But when I did this, I confess, I brought 
these four men in sight of the caves brooding in 
the canyon walls overhead. Those dark caves were 
like eyes in the face of the rock. And there were 
eyes in those walls. 
In those caves the Yahl sheltered their children 
and women and old men from the heat and hid 
them from the raiding parties. Surely, their 
lookouts already had sighted us. They'd have 
alerted the others, first by a bird call, repeated 
once, to catch the ear of a listener in the cave, then 
instructions by handsigns, followed by a silent 
departure. Yet, as they slipped away, their 
movements went unseen from the canyon floor 
where we advanced. Over us, in the glare of light 
on the high slope, the Yahi vanished into thin air. 
For years I'd lived near the Yahi, I hunted and 
trapped under their gaze, we spoke and signed to 
one another; some nights we shar d a fire for a 
meal of weasel or a catch from the creek. Glad 
times I passed among my brothers around a fire. 
How could I bring grief to my brothers! I knew 
their lookouts had spied our guns and alerted the 
families to flee their caves before they might be 
found. Abandoning their cool shelters, for a day 
or two, they would remain perfectly still in the 
shadows of the high rocks. This I set forth for Kiley 
and Groat, sitting at our fire. They'd asked why 
we saw no Yahl although we'd come deep into 
their homeland: "Where do your Mill Creeks keep 
themselves?" 
"We're the ones who've been seen," I explained. 
"You and I." 
"And our guns," said Groat. 
"And the guns," I agreed. Only when they saw 
us finally break camp and return to the valley, 
the meat wrapped and roped to our pack horses, 
would the Yahi creep back through the dusk to 
their caves. I told myself no harm could come of 
this hunt. 
But I couldn't be everywhere at once. For a few 
hours during both days, our party was divided. 
While I stalked with one or two, the others slipped 
off to climb among the rocks, searching for signs of 
camp life. Char marks from fires. Footprints on a 
cave floor. Returning, they told lies. They 
persuaded me they'd trailed a deer into a thicket 
and lost their chance for a shot. Next time two 
others wandered off. In truth the men killed one 
fat deer the first day. Kiley showed himself to be a 
capable shot if the game wasn't concealed. When 
a buck ambled down to Mill Creek, he had the 
cunning and patience to let it browse and drink 
then lift high its head for a long look. One shot to 
its head dropped the buck; it fell on the stones 
above the water. We cut it up at once and washed 
our hands and knives in the creek. 
However, the two vaqueros were worthless. 
Both carried pistols, which were of no use across 
the distance the deer kept. For sport they fired 
three times at squirrels. As each shot broke the 
silence, the deer fled further. Late on the second 
day, Kiley and Groat managed to kill another deer. 
A buck rose up among brush and low rock. Groat 
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fired a shot that broke its leg; it leaped up, then it 
limped out and Kiley finished off the poor thing. 
We knelt over it with our knives; Kiley helped me 
cut the carcass, I pulled the guts. 
In the twilight we gathered our gear and set 
out for the valley, the four men with their meat 
wrapped on the horses and in their hearts a 
purpose that I swear I hadn't guessed. 
In town I was well paid. They bought whiskey 
for us all and purchased my meal at the tavern; 
again they paid for my bed. However, they didn't 
stay for supper and to talk, but left quickly with 
their meat. Again the girl visited my room. This 
night, she whispered, she wasn't sent. We were 
at ease with each other and she shared my bed. 
I had at that time a handsome string of elk's 
teeth, which I wore when I went into the village of 
Crags Landing. Megan admired this, her fingers 
played with it, she kissed it. In the morning I 
slipped it around her neck, kissed her. I meant to 
come back and call on her properly. Laughing 
softly, she stroked the elk's teeth with her fingers. 
She said she wished to wear her new necklace 
until my return. How could I know I'd never see 
her again in this life? 
Leaving the village, I rode back into the canyon 
to my hut by Mill Creek. The lookouts of the Yahl 
saw that I arrived alone; in the walls overhead the 
families returned to the comfort of their caves. 
For so many years this sad secret has been 
locked in my heart. I can contain it no loner. Tout 
se sait avec le temps. It's time. It must come out-
They waited three days, the four hunters. Then 
they gathered at Billard' s Well in the twilight and 
with their guns once more they rode out, 
approaching the canyon at dusk. They tied their 
horses among scrub oak and waited for full dark. 
Then, on foot, the party advanced, not along the 
creekbed this time but out on the spine of the wall. 
They crept above the lookouts and the caves while 
the canyon lay quiet in the night. 
Unknown to me they'd made note of formations 
along the rock rim during those two days when we 
trailed the deer below. By these landmarks now, in 
the dim light before dawn, they located the largest 
cave beneath them. Silently, they let over their 
ropes. Climbing down with their guns, they made 
no more sound than a serpent slipping over a 
stone. 
They waited for dawn. 
Early light came up the color of salmon. It 
entered the great cave where families slept in their 
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blankets. Now the hunters stepped into the mouth 
of the cave and opened fire. 
Awake in the fresh light I heard the first shot. 
Then a second in the echo of the first. In the next 
moment a double blast. I lay on my back beneath 
the boughs of my hut and heard, over the creek's 
whisper, rifles cracking. I leaped up. Then, while I 
fled up the rock wall, more shots rang out. I took 
the tribe's own trail, a thing I did not otherwise do, 
out of respect, but there was no time to delay; I 
scrambled over small footholds, up among the 
rough-edged rockface, and took no care to cover 
my tracks. The evil was already done. But it's a 
hard way of narrow ledges from the creekbed to 
the high ground, and when I arrived, the air was 
hushed. 
In the cave I saw the carnage; evidence of the 
massacre was everywhere around me. Old men 
with their toothless mouths open, gore spattered, 
their genitals blasted away. Young mothers, big 
with children, shot in the head and belly; girls shot 
in both breasts and between their legs, left to bleed 
to death. Infants shot in the face, only bloody pulp 
left. Everywhere the smell of blood, gunpowder, 
torn flesh. My mind was reeling, my eyes stinging; 
I stepped among the shattered skulls, shards of 
bone; brains, guts, spilled on the floor of the quiet 
cave. At the back I found a woman on her knees, 
her head on her chest in repose, as if she slept. A 
bullet had passed through her neck; her chest was 
soaked with blood. Beside her lay a boy with his 
eyes open wide in amazement, his mouth open, his 
arms extended, as if he was beseeching his 
murderer, calling out, eternally, "No! No!" His 
stomach was ripped away by a rifle blast, all that 
remained was red mush. The hunters had made 
certain no child escaped their wrath. Three 
sleeping infants had been shot at such close range 
their bodies were blown from their blankets. I 
sweated, I shook; my throat hacked, hacked, until 
it raked up vomit. I spat it out. Then I made myself 
retrace my steps through the cave to count the 
corpses, so I might know how many of the tribe 
lived still. Three dozen dead old men, women, 
little children. 
Les cadavres !... 
Those corpses! My betrayal! My innocence, my 
wicked dream. 
The four hunters I'd brought in sight of the 
cave, they slaughtered the families of my only 
friends on earth. Thirty-six souls. They could not 
kill their souls, no, but the old men, women, 
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children, yes. All the helpless ones who dwelt in 
the canyon wall. Young and old slaughtered by 
those hunters. 
By my count fifteen survived: the two lookouts 
and those who went fishing upstream; they'd 
spent that night by the creek. Hearing the 
gunshots, they started home, but they didn't 
dare to come directly to the cave. 
Surrounded by the dead, I waited for the others 
to arrive under cover of the dark. I waited for them 
to judge me guilty, for I'd led the killers to the 
cave. And then? Should I swear I hadn't known 
what I was doing? I was merely a guide to four 
men hunting deer. But those who survived would 
not believe this. Did I believe it? Do I now? I 
prayed to God, I begged that they wouldn't 
prolong my life only to torture me. But with a 
knife in my throat end the torment in my heart. 
Returning, they found me kneeling outside the 
cave, my head bowed to the ground. They 
regarded me as the carcass of an animal found 
long after its death: of no use and not to be 
touched. They rushed to their loved ones slain in 
the cave. As they brought forth the bodies and laid 
them one beside the other along the narrow span 
of earth outside the entrance, not one Yahi spoke 
to me, nor did they speak about me. I raised 
myself on my knees. To my dismay, no one would 
meet my eyes. They crept around me, removing 
the corpses. When I followed them down to the 
canyon bottom, they signed me to stay back. To 
keep silent. 
The tribe always cremated their dead, but they 
couldn't bum so many at once, for fear the smoke 
would be seen or smelled; the whites might return, 
slaughter those who'd survived. Each night, then, 
under the trees, they built a small fire for six 
corpses. Flames licking at their limbs. The broiling 
stench. A plume of smoke drifting from the 
thicket, into darkness. Six nights I knelt. Six nights 
I watched the guarded fires. That last night those 
survivors plucked the charred wood from the fire; 
with it, they scorched their own scalps, burning 
their hair short in mourning for their dead. 
I could bear to watch no more. I leaped out 
among those corpses in the flames. The hissing 
fire! ... That smoke in my eyes! ...Down it went in 
my throat!. .. Then the others, their arms seized me, 
they hurled me back...But that smoke on my face! 
Never can I be free of its stain. 
I'd brought the four hunters into the canyon 
because I wanted to earn their smiles, talk, 
companionship. Camaraderie that they gave freely 
to each other, drinking, gambling, in the tavern. 
But which I bought at terrible cost. 
To my disgrace, I'd wished to stand at ease 
among them, my new-found friends. Born of our 
Father and Holy Mother Earth, are we not each a 
solitary soul? Yet we search each other's eyes; who 
among us has never sought a friend or lover? How 
then does God seek us out and love us? Look at 
my brothers in these rooms, in our shops, in our 
fields: Look at us! To love us at all, I think God 
must have loved us long before our efforts and our 
crimes made us what we are today. For what does 
God love in us but the soul? This willful, helpless 
thing, like a little child. I ask myself, unless we 
love this poor thing too, what are we? If we betray 
each other, if we kill each other, if we kill one 
creature who bears this poor childlike thing 
among us, what are we, after all? 
Yesterday, Father Abbot suggested I meditate 
upon "The Problem of Faith." In particular, 
he meant my faith." Ask yourself: Do I, Jules 
Beauregard, believe the sacred mysteries of the 
Church?" I gave him a grim look and walked 
away. I thought, why does he ask of me this 
useless exercise? 
How stupid of me! How could I fail to see? The 
abbot knew this unwelcome task would bear fruit. 
For I withdraw, now, into my stone hut behind the 
monastery to examine other matters. I confess that 
I care nothing about "The Problem of Faith." Faith, 
I think, is a mystery. We struggle to find solutions 
to our problems. But a mystery needs no solution; 
it lives to hold our attention. To every settler who 
hauled a wagon into this valley, the Indian-his 
skin, his arrows, his language, all his ways-­
presented a mystery. Soon, how to remove the 
Indian became a problem. Today, the mystery of 
the Indian still exists. But the problem has been 
solved. 
But why did I come here? 
It's like this: I was afraid I'd return to town in 
that rage I've fed on all these years. Still, I am 
tempted to hunt down the men who murdered 
those families. And then to end my life. For it's 
shameful that I should live, who brought death 
to the others. 
Let me now live for them. To remember them. 
And everyday to face my grief, my guilt. 
Amid our morning labor, I hear birds calling 
from the orchard, kiyaa kiyaa kiree kiree. Then their 
cheery whistling. The light is damp, the soil soft 
underfoot; how simple it is to love the Earth and 
all its creatures. Yet it was not for this that I came 
here, never can I escape my thoughts. 
In broad daylight, I rush to this dark shelter; 
I fall on my knee . The guns roar in my ears! 
Around me lie the corpses in the cave. Their 
wounds are bleeding still ... Do they stir? ... Yes, see 
how they sign to me! On their knees bleeding, they 
beg me to remember their fate. Lord, for the few 
years left me in this life, these are my true 
companions, these ceaseless corpses. Day and 
night they appear. They're with me now. 
For no one is alone. 
Not even the dead. 
Always my thoughts invite them into my heart. 
Le monde! C'est rien mais le coeur! It's nothing, this 
world, but the heart! Yet in my heart I confess that 
I betrayed my true friends for those false ones. Yes, 
my guilt is of no use, but my remorse is necessary. 
Or must I go mad with hatred for my own face? 
The thoughts of my own mind? Surely it was not 
for such madness this world was made. 
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I know a little of this world, after all: the habits 
of animals, the care of hides, the qualities of herbs. 
Let me live by my labor among these monks who 
have no faces, no voices. Here my face shows my 
shame and it matters not. For my brothers are 
absorbed in their silent devotion. 
I confess my crime; I cannot forever judge 
those hunters with their guns. Lord, let me believe 
they meant only to make the valley safe for their 
women and children left alone in their homes. 
Yes, so they crept up to that cave and murdered 
women and children. No! It's madness. 
Save them from my hands that wish to tear out 
their bones and feed them to the fire! ... Let us live 
in silence if not in peace... Lord, You made the 
killers and their victims. Lord, when the shooting 
stopped, You made this silence thick as blood. You 
who made the light of day and dark of night. Now 
this day is finished and tonight my soul weeps. 
I've come here for I must not kill those who 
deserve to die. Lord, let me remain in this refuge 
among my new-found friends. My brothers. Here 
I will learn to love my brothers. 
George Keithley's fiction has appeared in TriQuarterly, 
The North American Review, Colorado Review, 
and South Dakota Review. One of his stories recently 
won a Raymond Carver Short Story Contest award. He 




The bandstand is small-a lighted ship's deck at the far end of the field. 
The orchestra leader pauses to tell a joke in broken English. 
At the microphone, he says, " ... Your cat is dead." 
There is some nervous laughter in the crowd. He is a famous man, after all. 
He deserves this confidence." .. .Is dead" bounces back from the stadium wall. 
We are all here-the whole town-spread out flat on the impossible lawn. 
" ... Dead" washes once more over the crowd. 
It is so dark you cannot see your neighbor. 
The night has driven black wedges between us 
and we are hidden from each other by this simple lack of light. 
Only the bandstand connects us, 
the bandstand and this heavily accented joke. We listen harder. 
" ... You should have told me 'she was on the roof,' first,"he is saying. 
(There is some cautious tittering; it rises above us like steam.) 
" .. .First, 
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rebounds from across the darkness, from the furthest wall; 
it shivers over the surface of the invisible crowd. We shiver with it. 
The orchestra is restless; it shuffles its music, its feet, its thousand fingers; 
it has heard this joke before. 
" .. . You should have told me incrementally, prepared me by stages, 
let it sink in gradually, that she was going to die ... " he says. 
He is already laughing, the bandleader; he loves this story. The rest of us are lost. 
And yet we understand that we are a city, here, spread out upon the grasses: 
thousands, lined up in darkness, side by side. 
Nothing divides us, but our anxiety, and our inability to see. 
" ... Going to die, 11 finally reasserts itself. 
Exhale. Surprise! We were waiting for the echo. 
It has leapt from the exit tunnels, from the unlit corridors, and stalks among us now. 
".. . And since that you have said how is the cat," 
the conductor must stop to wipe his eyes, 
"you must tell me of our mother; how is she?" 
We are all aware that there is something wrong with this joke-a conceptual thing. 
Nevertheless, it has him choked with giggling. 
"'Oh,' says the brother. 'Oh, well, first,' he says, 'she is on the roof. .. '" 
He has stopped smiling now. Why are we not laughing? 
He squints at the darkness and repeats the punchline. 
"Mother," he says, "she is on the roof." 
", .. On the roof," ricochets off the far bleachers and makes a final pass over the crowd. 
Released, at last, 
the orchestra fills the silence with "Bolero" by Ravel. 
Michael Wilds's poetry has appeared in The Literary Review, the 
Shakespeare Quarterly, Louisiana Literature, and Nexus. 
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Post Seduction 
Mark T. Conard 
The serpent cut through the tall, cool grass, ba~ely 
leaving traces behind in the dew. The garden was s~ 
obscured by the darkness of night. The deed accomplished, 
and aware that no one else was around, the serpent took a 
new form, picked up a staff and smiled; He walked on. 
A Judgmental Error 
Mark T. Conard 
The sunlight 
blinded my eyes 
while you snuck past 
The ribbons in 
your hair lashed 




sound of your hooves 
When at last 
I realized it wasn't 
me that was 
following you. 






Manuel R. Garcia 
When I was young, life seemed an adventure 
and the world hid few fears. Like so many before 
me, I went to seek my fortune. The first place I 
looked was along the sands of Mexico's Pacific 
coast, where the sun blazing on the long white 
beaches, the jagged cliffs dropping straight to the 
sea, and the jungle inlets convinced me I could 
stay forever. My main efforts at fortune hunting 
were drinking beer with other seekers like myself, 
swimming, lying in the sun, and trying to meet 
girls. Soon my money was almost gone and 
fortune became any way to make a few dollars. 
The first way that presented itself was 
smuggling marijuana out of Mexico and black 
market items back in. My first excursion into the 
U.S. was successful. I made enough to buy a van 
and promptly got caught bringing a load of illicit 
ginsen into Mexico. The van was confiscated, and I 
was put in jail and eventually deported. But being 
deported from Mexico is no different than leaving 
legally. I simply went to the next border town and 
re-entered. I was already hooked on Mexico, but 
my time in jail had given me the chance to reflect 
that most of the other smugglers I met were not 
too prosperous and seemed to spend a lot of time 
locked up. So I looked for honest work. 
Work is hard enough to find for citizens of that 
depressed country, almost impossible for broke 
fortune hunters. I turned to teaching English. 
After a few low paying jobs in some of the coastal 
towns, I found myself in Mexico City where wages 
were high and rents were even higher, but I 
managed. I was learning Spanish and Mexico City 
can be an exciting place. I certainly hadn't tired of 
it when a depressed summer hit the economy. 
Unemployment soared and enrollments at 
language schools dropped off. I was out of work. 
I had just enough money to return to California 
and seek temporary refuge with my only brother. 
Right about then, Ramon, a friend I'd met in a 
local bar approached me with an alternative. He 
lived in the house of a kindly old man, a waiter in 
a nearby restaurant, who might have allowed me 
to stay rent free until opportunity came knocking. 
I thought about my brother's disagreeable wife 
and said yes. "But be warned of one thing," 
Ramon said, "the old man is crazy." I asked him 
in what way. "You'll see," he said. 
The front door of the two-story brick house he 
took me to opened directly into the kitchen, which 
opened into a dusty living room with faded 
chairs and cluttered with yellowing newspapers. 
Upstairs was a bathroom and two bedrooms. 
Ramon's room was barely larger than a closet. The 
house smelled a little of cooking fat from a small 
place down the street where carnitas were 
prepared. I was to share the other bedroom, a large 
dormitory also piled with old newspapers, with 
the old man, Don Lalo. I met him that day when 
he returned from work. When the old man arrived, 
Ramon and I were sitting in the kitchen eating 
some roasted com we'd bought on the street. We 
stood to meet him, and while Ramon explained 
my situation, I studied him. He certainly looked 
odd. He was small and frail, with a stooped back. 
He wore a wide-brimmed straw hat well back on 
his forehead; a shock of black hair fell over his 
brow. The outstanding feature of this rickety 
gnome was the color of his skin. He was extremely 
dark, but not the clean, smooth brown of most 
Mexicans, but rather a dark, dark gray like the 
ashes of a wood fire, flecked with white. Just when 
I'd decided that any restaurant would have to be 
crazy to hire this old coot, he spoke to me. 
"Times are difficult, young man, I know that. 
Of course you can stay." He spoke in an educated 
voice, but it was raspy and sounded tired. "You 
can stay until you fix yourself up, but don't expect 
me to feed you. You'll have to find your own 
food." Ramon had already told me that he often 
brought home food from the restaurant and that 
he was always willing to share. 
Now that I had a secure base I spent the next 
two days putting up announcements around the 
neighborhood hoping to form an English class or 
two until one of the schools might call. Don Lalo 
worked from noon until ten at night, so he came 
home late most evenings. But during the mornings 
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of the fi~st few days we became acquainted. I 
foun~ him to be sweet, intelligent, interesting, and 
gen~mely concerned that I find work. By the time 
I retired on my third night there, I'd begun to 
wonder whether it wasn't Ramon who was the 
crazy one. It was with real affection that I said 
"Good night, Don Lalo, may you Jeep with the 
angels," as I settled down for the night. 
He answered, "Good night, dear Alberto, 
perhaps tomorrow the people will begin to realize 
w~at a treasure of a teacher they have in their 
midst." 
I awoke to a sharp crack, like someone had 
broken a tree branch right next to my ear. Don 
Lalo was clear~y visible in the moonlight coming 
through the windows, standing in the middle of 
!he ro?m, legs wide apart in the baggy underwear 
~ which he ~le~t.1:e faced me directly and over 
his h~ad, wh~stling ma circle, was a bullwhip. 
The hght falling on his face illuminated it in bright 
shadowed relief. It showed a wild-eyed, bare- ' 
toothed, terribly twisted snarl. I was petrified. 
Only my eyelids moved. 
Don Lalo h_alf-turned and the whip cracked out 
at ~he open wmdow, and a vigorous, half laughing 
vm~e sc,reamed out,"Aha! You know you'll never 
1get m. ve told you before never to come here 
n~w I'll have to teach you a lesson.,, He ran to' the 
window and, laughing, slammed it so hard I 
thoug~t the glass would break. Suddenly lithe 
and agile, he turned on his heel and lashed out 
at another window. But his adversary was 
apparently more tenacious here and the lash 
stru~k ou~ again and again, Don Lalo yelling all 
the hme, Out! Out! I've told you before, get out!" 
He moved about the room looking for a better 
vanta~e at the w_indow, cracking the whip, 
someti~es ducking his shoulder, sometimes 
advancing a few steps. Then the whip began to 
move so ~ast that the sound of the whirring and 
the cracking became one continuous song until 
Don Lalo was able to advance on the window and 
scream out into the night, "You'll never beat me 
never. I'll meet you anytime, any place, but don:t 
ever come back here again." Then he laughed a 
strong, clea~ laugh at the cool evening stars. 
Then, as if he were a marionette whose strings 
were sudde?ly released, his back stooped, his 
arms went ~mp, and he let out a sigh so heavy that 
I thought his heart was breaking. He turned and 
shuffled to bed, trailing the long whip that now 
looked so heavy it threatened to pull him to the 
ground. He dropped into bed, covered himself 
and was snoring almost immediately. ' 
The entire episode probably took ten minutes 
and _left me gaping at the windows, my eyes 
darting from one to the ther 1 st the unknown 
spectr sneak back in. Deep inside I knew there 
was no real threat, but in the quiet gloom I was 
u~able to co~~ince mys~lf and I continued my 
~1de-eyed vigilance until the first hint of daylight 
finally lulled me to sleep. 
I_ only slept a couple of hours and awoke eager 
to find out what had been going on. I heard Don 
Lalo in the kitchen so I hurried down to join him I 
found him preparing the strong southern coffee he 
brought from the restaurant. The rich smell kicked 
my digestive system to life and I hoped he would 
o~fer me a cup. A new stack of newspapers was 
piled on the table. 
"Don Lalo, what was all the commotion about 
last night?" 
He set a cup down in front of me and I was 
~ateful. "It was the Devil. He came again last 
rught and I had to fight him off." 
"The Devil?" 
"Yes, the Devil. I've told him never to come 
here because this is my home, and it is set apart 
but ~e doesn't respect anything. Sometimes there 
are innocent people here like you and I've 
pr~mised yo_u'd be safe in my home." 
The D:vil comes to fight you in the night, 
Don Lalo? Only the sincerity of his regard for my 
~afety kept me from laughing. "But why? You're 
Just an old man." 
,, , "Don't,you know who I am?" he scolded me, 
I m G~d ~ representative here on Earth. The Devil 
knows _it. I ve told him a thousand times that I'll 
meet him any place, anytime. He knows he can't 
defeat me. He only comes here at night to rob me 
of my ~leep. He's been doing it for years. 
Sometimes I hate this job." 
. As D_on Lalo said, the Devil came to visit once 
m a_while, and after the first encounter when I 
~ealized that the whip wasn't for me, I enjoyed 
it tho~oughly. Later, when I had students in the 
mornm~, I resented the interruption in my sleep, 
but re~hzed that it was a small price to pay for 
such high entertainment. The bouts were always 
short and turbulent, Don Lalo hurling invectives 
as fast as his whip could whirl. The one that 
seemed especially effective was ,,Out B, , ee1 b bze u , 
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damn you!" What amazed me most was that, 
when I opened my eyes to see Don Lalo standing 
with his legs spre~d apart, whirring the whip 
round his head, it was as if fifteen years had 
instantly, miraculously melted from his body. His 
back became straight, his chest swelled, daring the 
Devil to enter; his chin became haughty and his 
eyes, fire. Even his hair seemed to glow. Muscles 
that were invisible in the stooped, old waiter stood 
out like lengths of taut hemp rope. Once the Devil 
was routed, the old man reappeared. The end of 
the whip would fall to the floor with a final thud 
that threatened to rip the arm from his shoulder. 
Then we would both go to sleep. 
Ramon moved away but I stayed on, unwilling 
to leave Don Lalo just yet. I enjoyed listening to 
him explain his work to me. Usually we talked in 
the kitchen while he prepared the rich Guatemalan 
coffee that he loved or while he rummaged 
through the latest papers trying to keep track of 
his adversary. 
"How can you tell where he is? There's so much 
evil in the world." 
"The Devil has many people to help him in his 
work," Don Lalo would say, pointing an arthritic 
finger to the sky, "but I can recognize his personal 
touch. Of course, you find him where there are 
murders and wars, but those things are easy and 
almost bore him, although many innocent people 
die and nothing gives him more pleasure than 
that. But there are plenty of people eager to kill 
one another, even without his help. Crimes of lust 
or of greed, those are the inventions of man." 
"But Don Lalo, I thought that was the Devil's 
work, to make people evil." 
He w:ould explain to me patiently, as to a child 
in need of enlightenment. "The Devil doesn't 
make people evil. They do that themselves, with 
pleasure and with purpose. The Devil makes 
people sad. Then he can manipulate them. That is 
where he takes his greatest pleasure. When you 
hear of a baby, abandoned by its mother, there you 
see his hand, or of a mother stealing a child after 
losing her own. He makes men poor and keeps 
them that way. Of course, he has much help for 
this, more than he needs. He makes them feel 
helpless and they turn on one another, doing it in 
God's name. That is his finest work, the holy war." 
"You say you can defeat him. Why don't you 
just do it, once and for all?" 
"The Devil and I are alike. Our work continues. 
We do battle, but only to fight again. I can defeat 
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him, but I cannot destroy him." The day he told 
me this he looked smaller and frailer than I'd ever 
seen him. His shoulders drooped even more, and 
he looked down at the newspapers on the table. 
Then he cried, shaking his head just a little, a catch 
in his voice, "I know it 1ooks as if I do nothing to 
stop him, but he has so much more help than I 
do." 
Don Lalo had many friends who believed in 
him. They would gather sometimes in the kitchen 
for "reunions." I would move the table into a 
comer and bring down all the chairs in the house. 
He himself would bring down a heavy leather 
bound book, with colored tassels for pagemarkers, 
and place it gently on the table. I never 
participated but always managed to stay 
somewhere nearby so that I could listen. The 
people who came were all old like Don Lalo. 
Martin, for example, whose dusty ankles were 
always bare above his blue tennis shoes, walked 
with short, choppy steps aided by a makeshift 
cane: an old broomstick with about an inch of 
straw left. He wore his high-crowned hat 
backwards. Maria Teresa was always accompanied 
by her son, who waited outside. Walking was 
difficult because the crook of her back left her 
permanently gazing at the floor. I suspected that 
her occasional trips to Don Lalo's were one of the 
few outings she was still allowed. 
Don Lalo would always have coffee and sweet 
Mexican bread for his little congregation and 
would move among them, making sure they were 
all comfortable. They discussed past pains and 
triumphs until the "brothers" and "sisters" 
arrived. Don Lalo would sit facing his friends and 
read prayers I'd never heard from the old leather 
book. 
The "brothers" and "sisters" were the various 
saints who spoke through Don Lalo's lips after the 
prayers had put him into a trance. There was a 
regular group, although they didn't all come every 
time. I came to know them by their voices and 
distinctive expressions. Don Lalo's body would 
become animated with the personality of his 
"guest." All of the saints were well-known to 
everyone there. They all chatted, offered advice or 
answered questions. "Brother" San Mateo was 
cheerful and sounded robust, always beginning 
with a humorous story. I imagined him as a jolly 
fat man. "Sister" Santa Cecilia was kindly and 




1~atche~ all these things with equanimity, 
making no Judgments, grateful that the small 
company allowed me to witness their very 
per onal ecstasies. OnJy once was I shaken by 
som thing I saw and that occurred the day Don 
Lalo anno~nced to the group that the time had 
come for him to receive special instructions from 
G_od's o~n lips. He put on a clean shirt, crossed 
himself m fro~t of the statue of Jesus by the door, 
and went out mto the street. I watched him go 
~own the_ block, cross the street, and disappear 
mto the cr~da~ perdida, the lost city. 
A lost city is a vacant piece of land within a city. 
People, squatters, move in and construct dwellings 
fr_om whatever materials are available and free, 
pieces of sheet metal, wood, cardboard, and dirty 
~oam rubber. Their elegance depends upon the 
rndustry of each tenant. The streets are narrow 
alleys. There are plenty of potted plants, no 
sewage,_and lots of mud in the rainy season. The 
population depends on the size of the land. This 
one stretched for about half a city block and 
exte~ded clear to the street behind. Sanitation 
services don't exist in these mazelike "cities," but 
plenty _of other services do. You can buy a woman 
or a dnnk. ~here are tailors, shoemakers, and even 
small factories turning out clothes and toys. 
I watched from the doorway until I saw Don 
Lalo ei:nerge, _followed by two young boys carrying 
an ~nc1ent, withered old woman sitting in a 
straight-backed chair. She sat as if on a throne 
holding a cane across her lap. I helped bring her 
throne inside. She was an easy load. Her arms and 
l~gs ':ere thin as a cat's, and she felt just about as 
h?ht m ~y arms. I felt I could throw her a great 
d~stance 1f I cared to. We set her down in the 
kitch~n. She gave no sign of recognition or even of 
consciousness except that her eyes were open Her 
face was still and without emotion. Don Lalo ~ook 
out his great book and read her some prayers full 
o~ phrases like "Our Most Serene High Lord." 
Fu~a~y her eyes sh~t and Don Lalo stood up 
satisfied. He knelt m front of her, his cupped 
hands almost touching her knees. "Lord " h 'd"I , e sai , 
. am y~ur humble servant, as always. Give me 
instructions so that I may follow them." 
What I heard gave me chills and made my back 
shudder. The woman's feeble lips bare]y moved 
bu~ what came out was the strong commanding' 
v01ce of a man, a man accustomed to being 
obeyed. "Eduardo." 
"Yes, Lord." 
"I am very pleased with your work here on my 
behalf." 
"Thank you, Lord." 
"I have seen the Devil. He fears your efforts. 
That is why he bothers you so." 
"Thank you, Lord. I will continue my work if it 
pleases you." 
"It pleases me very much, but I have a new 
assignment for you, the most important I have 
ever given you." 
"Say, Lord." 
_"I want peace in the world, Eduardo. My 
children are dying in wars and it pains my heart. 
I want you to stop it." 
"But Lord, I am but a poor and simple man. 
How can I approach the great leaders... " 
"Eduardo." The voice bellowed through the old 
woman's almost still lips. "You have all the 
powers you need to do the job. I want peace. Do 
you hear?" 
"Yes, Lord." 
"Fine, that will be all." 
No on~ in the group seemed overly mystified. 
They all filed out as usual, leaving donations of 
a few small coins or some fruit. One person Jeft 
pumpkin seeds. Don Lalo and I returned the old 
woman to her cardboard hovel in the lost city. 
":7hen we returned, he said to me, "I have to start 
nght away on this new job. Did God sound mad 
to you?" 
"I'm not sure, Don Lalo. What do you think?" 
"I think He was almost mad at me. He has 
never been angry with me before. The idea 
frightens me. Sometimes I don't like this J'ob very 
much." 
. ~fter that Don Lalo was in a constant rush, 
fill~g the house with even more newspapers, 
pon_ng over them until late at night, and muttering 
to ~1:1se~ ~ the time. About this time, too, the 
Devil s v1s1ts ceased. It was as if God had told him 
to let Don Lalo have his rest. Everyday he had off 
from work he was gone from the house. He began 
to take extra days off at work, or, occasionally, he 
would go out and just not return for two or three 
days. However Jong he went for, he always came 
back ravenously hungry. 
"I went to see the presidents of Central 
Ame~~a. I told them that God wanted peace. That 
the killings must stop." 
"What did they say, Don Lalo?" 
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"The president of El Salvador told me, 
'Eduardo, it's not our fault. It's those rebels in 
the hills that cause all the trouble. Our men only 
defend themselves. Talk to those damn rebels."' 
"Did you talk to the rebels?" 
"Of course not. It takes a long time to get to 
Central Am rica. I only had two days. You know, 
sometimes you talk like an idiot." 
I could only shrug my shoulders in apology. 
The next week he came back, famished again, 
claiming to have talked with the rebels. I guess 
they didn't give him anything to eat either. 
"They were very respectful, nice boys. They 
said they certainly didn't want God mad at them, 
that they had enough problems, and that they 
would stop fighting immediately if only the 
government would stop abusing the people." 
"Are you going to talk with the presidents 
again?" 
"I called one of them before I left. He agreed." 
Then he sat down to eat a big plate of beans with 
pork that he'd prepared. 
I tried hard not to read the papers. I knew the 
lovable old man was crazy. I guess I felt that if I 
read the papers with the idea of checking his story, 
therefore admitting he might be telling the truth, 
I would have become a little crazy, too. But I 
couldn't help myself. I read the headlines and 
found that world leaders were expressing hope for 
the new ceasefire arrived at in Central America. 
I tried not to puzzle over it too much. After all, 
ceasefires between warring factions are pretty 
common and no one ever takes them too seriously. 
During this time, too, his voice became energetic 
and his movements more purposeful. He wasn't 
the same powerful presence driving the Devil 
from his house at night, but he moved quickly and 
decisively, as though he didn't have time to stoop 
anymore. He often stepped over the chair before 
he sat down at the table, not bothering to pull it 
out first. When he finished eating, he was up and 
gone, without leaning on his elbows to stare into 
the empty plate. He only looked old and beaten 
when he complained about the intransigence of 
world leaders. 
Later, he said he'd been to see the Israelis and 
the Arabs who, at the time, were busy bombing 
the children in each other's villages. 
"It's hard with those people because they're not 
Christians. They're afraid of God all right; they 
said so. But they just wanted to argue with me all 
the time about whether Jesus was really the son of 
God. I think they were just trying to avoid talking 
about peace." We sat at the table drinking coffee. 
Don Lalo had a newspaper spread out in front of 
him, reading the world news. "They both said it 
was the other side's fault. I'm going to have to 
think about this one very hard." 
One day when he didn't work he came 
home without an appetite and very shaken by 
something. I asked him what the matter was but 
he was preoccupied and couldn't focus his 
attention on me or my questions. He sat for a 
couple of hours at the kitchen table staring at the 
walls until daylight had almost completely faded. 
I didn't turn on the lights but went up to the room 
and passed the time by looking through some old 
newspapers and checking on him from time to 
time. Finally, in the gloomiest part of the day, 
that last evening light before the excitement of 
nighttime begins, he responded to me. 
"Are you all right, Don Lalo?" 
"The Lord called me to see Him today, 
personally." 
"You saw God today?" 
"Yes, He called me." 
No wonder he was shaken. "Have you ever 
seen Him before?" 
"Yes, but not like today." 
"What happened?" 
"He called me and I went. When I arrived there 
were many people waiting to see Him. I saw the 
face of Hope and of Hunger, they're cousins, and 
of many saints. I prepared to wait my turn, but 
when St. Luke saw me-St. Luke is the guardian 
of the Lord's door-when he saw me, he said, 
'Ah, Eduardo, come ahead. He wants to see you 
immediately. Your business is the most important 
today.' He took me by all the great people on 
God's business. I passed by Solitude, and Passion 
stepped aside to let me by. They all knew me and 
called me by my name. The Master of Deceit told 
me, 'Don't worry, Eduardo. Stand your ground 
and look directly into His eyes."' 
"What did God say?" 
"He asked me, 'Eduardo, what have you done 
to bring peace to the world?' I said, 'I tried, Lord, 
but it's very difficult. The people I talk to are very 
intelligent and they trick me with words. I'm just a 
simple man. I'm trying... ' 
"'Stop!' He roared at me. You should have 
seen His face. His head became a bull's head, a 
minotaur, brown and mean, His thick hair shining, 
His ears stood straight, in anger, over horns that 
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curved directly at my chest. His lips stretched back 
to show square gleaming teeth, and in His eyes 
burned the fires that destroyed Sodom and 
Gomorrah. His nostrils quivered with a rage just 
ba~ely controlled. Loud bellows and grunts and 
an~?1al sounds came from His powerful throat." 
,, God bellows like a cow?" I asked. 
<?h Alberto, you should have heard it. I was 
so frightened I thought I would die, I thought He 
would eat me. You should have seen the glorious 
power, you should have heard the sounds coming 
from His heaving breast. He roared, He bellowed 
at me. It was wonderful and awful. He opened his 
mouth wi~e and I could see all the way to the very 
b~ck of His huge, pink tongue. His teeth filled me 
with fear. 
"Finally, Alberto, I could make out some words. 
They came out strange at first, then clearer. He 
was speaking my name. 'Euaro, Euardo.' Finally, 
loud and terrifying, 'Eduardo!' 
'"Yes, Lord,' I said. 
'"Where is the peace?' 
"'I haven't done it, Lord. I have failed , 
"'I want peace.' · 
::?es Lord. I will do it. I promise you.' 
Eduardo.' 
'"Yes, Lord.' 
"'Remember, you have all the powers you
need.' 
"'Yes, Lord.' 
'"Do not fail me, Eduardo, or your position will 
go to another.' 
'"Oh no, Lord! Please don't do that. I won't fail 
yo~, again, I promise.' 
Go then, Eduardo. Go in my name. Bring me 
peace.' 
. "I went out. I was trembling. I had my hat still 
m my hands. I felt so small. When I went outside 
they all looked at me with eyes opened wide 
P~ssion, Jealousy, Abundance, all of them. They 
sa1~ nothing, but there was sympathy and fear in 
therr faces. You wouldn't think it possible that a 
human could survive the vision of God's wrath." 
The~, Don Lalo stood a little straighter and his 
eyes bnghtened, the fear in them subsiding. "But 
I did," he said. "Now I must rest because I have 
much to do." 
He went up to his room and, when I went up 
later, he was snoring. 
After his next absence, he informed me that 
he'd been to see the President of the United States. 
The President's hospitality wasn't anything to 
boast about either, because, when I entered the 
house, poor Don Lalo was pushing ham 
sandwiches into his mouth. 
"The President, Don Lalo, did they let you talk 
to him?" 
:?es, of course, when he found out who it was." 
What did he say?" 
"He sent for one of his ministers, the Secretary 
of State, a funny man. He reminded me of a 
rooster with eyeglasses. I gave him God's message. 
I told them that either they stop fighting in Asia or 
terrible things would happen. I told them that God 
had empowered me to use any means necessary. 
That really seemed to affect the Secretary. He 
s!arted to stammer. The President seemed very 
smcere. He said to me, 'Don Eduardo, I'm a 
very religious man, as you know. I'm known 
throughout the world for my fervor. God's word 
is, to me, inviolable, but what can I do? We are 
fighting the Communists who come from the 
north to enslave their brothers. Tell them to stop 
and we will stop."' 
"You've heard that before, haven't you, Don 
Lalo?" 
"Yes, but this time I was more forceful. I told 
them I would talk to everyone involved and then 
decide what to do." 
. He_went to see Ho Chi Minh, who didn't feed 
him e1the_r. Ho, _he said, was a very gracious man 
~ho received him with full honors of state. He 
1~fo~ed !)on Lalo that although he personally 
d1dn t believe in God, he knew Don Lalo to be a 
~ery pious and respected man and would gladly 
listen to any advice he could offer. He, too, told 
Do~ Lalo there was nothing he could do. That 
until the forces of Imperialism stopped trying 
to exploit his people for filthy profit he was 
~etermined to struggle on. He was ;ure that any 
Just God would recognize the validity of his cause. 
Don Lalo was getting irritable and testy when 
he went to see the Pope. The Pope blessed him 
and told him that he understood the situation 
perfectly and that he himself had always stood 
uncompromisingly for world peace, but what 
could he do? He was merely the Pope. If Don Lalo 
couldn't resolve the situation, what could he, the 
Pope, possibly be expected to achieve? 
After this Don Lalo became even more irritable 
and short-tempered. He said that he didn't want to 
t~e drastic measures, but that people kept putting 
him off, and he didn't see what else he could do. It 
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was during this time that something occurred that 
caused vs to separate. 
Because I paid no rent, part of the agreement 
was that I would rise early each morning and tidy 
up the house, of course being careful not to disturb 
the piles of newspapers. Don Lalo's only real 
hobby was a small fish tank with four rather plain 
tropical fish. He loved his fish and spent hours 
watching them and talking to them as if they were 
children. One morning I arose to find one of them 
floating on the surface dead. Feeling sorry for the 
old man, I wrapped the fish in a little bit of rag 
before putting it in the garbage. When Don Lalo 
came down he noticed the absence of his pet 
immediately. 
"My fish, what have you done with my 
Summer?" 
"Your fish died, Don Lalo. I'm very, very sorry, 
really." 
"You lie! You've done something to her. Why?" 
"Don Lalo, when I got up this morning, I found 
your fish floating dead in the water. Why should I 
want to hurt it?" I went to the garbage, extracted 
the little package I'd made up, and handed it over 
to him. He took it in his hand and unwrapped it. 
Holding the tiny gray fish, its tail bent to one side 
and already stiff, his eyes filled with tears. 
He pleaded to me softly, "Why didn't you call 
me?" 
"Don Lalo, I'm sorry, but the fish was already 
dead. There was nothing to be done. You can see 
how carefully I wrapped the little thing." 
He was barely concealing the sobs in his voice. 
"You should have called me. You know who I am. 
You know the powers I have. I could have revived 
it." 
The logic was devastating. That's exactly what 
I should have done, and I didn't. There was only 
one reason. He looked up at me, a tear overflowed 
one eye and rolled down a craggy cheek. I dreaded 
the next question. I didn't want to hear it, but it 
came, in a soft, hurt voice. 
"Don't you believe me, either?" 
Then he ran to the kitchen sink. "You'll see. I'll 
show all of you. You all laugh at me but you'll 
see.'' He turned on the water and thrust the fish 
under the stream, face up and held securely in his 
hand. "Oh, little Summer, breathe again, breathe." 
He looked over at me, still holding the fish under 
the tap. "Why didn't you call me right away. It 
would have been so simple if you had called me 
right away." Turning back to the fish, he prayed 
and stared at it so hard his eyes bulged as if he 
could revive it with just the strength of his gaze. 
"Breathe again, little fish, I command it. Oh Lord, 
return the life to this tiny creature, my little 
companion. Little fish, in the name of God, 
breathe." The water rushing down on the fish's 
upturned mouth made the bottom lip quiver. "You 
see!" he screamed at me, "You see, I told you what 
I can do." He waited for more response but it 
never came. Finally, there was only one way left to 
vent his anger. "Get out! Collect your things and 
leave my house, immediately." 
I went upstairs and collected my things. I had 
very little and was back down in a few minutes. 
When I left in search of my friend, Ramon, Don 
Lalo was still talking to the fish. "Breathe, in the 
name of God, I command you, breathe." 
I stayed in the neighborhood the rest of the 
summer and into fall. Many times I saw him but 
never approached him. If he saw me he gave no 
indication. Finally, my reasons for staying grew 
obscure. I met an American girl with pretty brown 
hair and a car. She was planning to travel north 
along the Pacific beaches and invited me along. 
On our way out of town I asked her to drive by his 
house just in case we should see him again. We 
did. He was coming down the street with a pile of 
newspapers under his arm. 
"Why don't you just go over and talk to him?" 
she said. 
"I want to but I can't." 
"But it's not like you were the only one not to 
believe him. I bet most people just tell him right 
to his face." 
"I know, but I didn't." 




How long will it take before you acknowledge 
that a single-sentence fiction should be considered 
a short story? 
You always wonder how much a child actress 
really knows about the life she is portraying. 
Have you remembered God in your will? 
Not in a million years would another million 
years like these come again. 
In just one week we lived the equivalent of 
twenty-five years. 
Though she screams as loud as she can, nothing 
happens other than echo. 
Such terror depends upon superfluous, 
irrational cruelty to be truly terrifying-revenge 
not for doing wrong, but for doing nothing that 
might be construed as wrong. 
He wanted to establish that the measure of a 
true Epiphany was its incredibility, in life as well 
as literature, in fact as well as fiction. 
What do you expect of me-a resurrection? 
She was the first person I had to pay to die for 
me. 
I must have fallen asleep with my eyes open, 
because no one tried to wake me up. 
She long ago made the mistake of deciding 
there was nothing she could do to deflect envy. 
His previous marriage was in limbo. 
The string quartet ended when the violinists 
dropped their instruments and physically attacked 
the cellist. 
All his stories were so strange-peculiar, 
really-for having wit and style but no emotion. 
I know she'll acknowledge my love only when 
the panting stops. 
Pleased though I am to see my son married, I 
think my new daughter-in-law is really marrying 
him for access to my reputation. 
On the eighth day he awoke to the dream of his 
desire to revoke all the work of the previous seven. 
What he put into our hands was not a particular 
story but an image of fiction, an artistic concept, 
that would not be forgotten. 
Richard Kostelanetz has published over a dozen books of 
experimental fiction. His Old Fictions and the New 
(1987) is a collection ofcritical essays on fiction. 
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It's Back ... 
The Official 
Nexus 
· Literary Contest 
Two categories· 
Fiction Poetry 
• For Wright State University students only 
• Cash prizes for each category: $50 first, $25 second, 
plus publication 
• Co-sponsored by Wright State's Department of English 
and Nexus 
• Winners to appear in summer 1992 issue 
Coming Soon 
Stay tuned for further details 
nexus 
The Hearth Noel 
in the 
Upper Hearth Lounge 










:,' December 4, 1991 
Beginning at 11 am 
Presented by the Director's Council and the University Center Board 
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What dn Laura Kalpalu'an, Robert Cohen, 
C. S. Godshalli, Ron Tanner, 
Barbara Bedway, Mona Simpson, 
and Jayne Anne Phillips have in comnwn? 
Each writer \\'Oil ~, Pushcirt Prize \\'ith a story 
first published in our magazine-
Three of those stories were lec1d stories 
in sep;irate Pushcart volumes -
Two of those stories also appeared in 
I-Jest Amcrirnn Short Storics -
i\nd only a couple of those writers 
\\'ere known to us. even vaguely. 
when \\'e took their work. 
I0\¥a Revie\¥ 
Unsolicited manuscripts 
are the magic of our worh. 
308 EPB rowA CITY' lA 52242f THE IOWA REVIEW 
. 11 b t 600 pages in all. $15 for md1\'1duals, S20 or Three issues anrma Y' a ou . . . , . $6 95 
. mst1tu . t10ns · . Add 3 for foreign ma1hng . Single copy . . . 
. . . 
ame 
Address 
City, State, ZIP --------=-~--:--:=--d--- -
0 Check enclosed □ Visa □ :vlastercar 
Card # _ ____ Exp. date - ----- -
Signature . . rders to Visa or 
For faster service, . ca 111-800-235-2665 to charge your subscnpt1on o
Mastercard 
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AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 
OF CONTEMPORARY WRITING 
28.5 a n Avenue, Madison, NJ 07940 
Subscriptions: $18 yearly U.S./$21 elsewhere 
Single issues: $5 / $6 
~
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Dusty Dog Chapbook Series #1 Now Available! 
Redeeming the Wings 
by Simon Perchik 
ISBN: 1-879259-00-1 Send check or money order, 
payable to Dusty Dog, to: 
24 pages, $3 
Dusty Dog Chapbook Series 
John Pierce, Editor/Publisher 
P. 0. Box 1103 
Zuni, NM 87327 
Michael Hathaway, Editor; Jane Hathaway, Assistant Editor; Jay Dougherty, Nonfiction Editor; Gerald Locklin, Ray Zepeda, Julian 
Smith, Contributing Editors. 
Founded in 1982, Chiron Review presents the widest possible range of contemporary creative writing-fiction and nonfiction, 
traditional and offbeat-in an attractive, professional tabloid format, including artwork and photographs of featured writers. All 
submissions are invited; no taboos. Recent contributors include Charles Bukowski, Wanda Coleman, William Stafford, Lyn Lifshin, 
Felice Picano, Gavin Dillard, Marge Piercy, and a host of others, both well-known and new. Also, about a quarter of each issue is 
devoted to news, views, and reviews of interest to writers and the literary community. CR is always on the lookout for intelligent 
nonfiction, as well as talented reviewers who wish to write in-depth, analytical reviews of literary books and magazines. Artwork 
and photographs suitable for cover also needed. We hold a yearly poetry contest with first prize of $100. Advertisements accepted. 
Circulation 2.SM and growing. One-year subscription to the quarterly magazine is $8 ($16 foreign; $20 institutions). Sample copy: $2 
($4 foreign). The following is an excerpt from a poem which appeared in CR: 
IN PREPARATION 
by Janet Gray 
In this other part of the forest, 
where the most savage flowers bloom-
you never thought you'd find this place again­
sing because you want to live forever 
All correspondence with SASE welcome 
CHIRON REVIEW 
1514 Stone 
Great Bend, KS 67530 
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The Plowman Seeks ... 
Manuscript chapbook 
submissions from all 
walks of life on any 
subject matter 
20% Royalties No SASE 
112 page 
international newspaper. 




Canada LlN 5S4 
Sow's Ear Poetry Review Chapbook 
Contest 1992 
$500 prize and 50 copies for the winning entry. Publica­
tion and distribution to all Sow's Ear subscribers. 
Submit 24 pages of poetry, with no more than one poem 
on a page, and $10 entry fee to Chapbook Contest, The 
Sow's Ear Poetry Review, 245 McDowell St., Bristol, 
TN 37620. Submissions accepted during January and 
February of 1992. Entries should include a separate 
sheet with name, address, and phone number of poet, 
titles and publication credits of all poems, and a 
biographical statement. Poet's name must not appear 
elsewhere on the manuscript. Manuscripts cannot be 
returned. Photocopies are acceptable, but they should be 
copies of a typed manuscript. Do not send originals or 
copies from publications. 
RED BASS 
2425 Burgundy St. 
New Orleans, LA 
70117 
$20 for three issues 
$35 for institutions 
$35 for foreign/overseas 
$5 for back issues 
ART • POLITICS • POETRY • FICTION • INTERVIEWS • REVIEWS 
"Red Bass is no red herring. I recommend hooking it in for aesthetico-social delights." 
- Lucy Uppard 
"Red Bass is one of the few, true political journals left; it encourages different movements to mingle yet is totally 
nondoctrinaire, nondidactic, with respect for life and art, not dogma." 
- Uzzie Borden 
"It's the kind of intellectual jolt one needs." 
- Ubrary Journal 
Currently available: 
#14 Gary Panter, Carolee Schneemann, Johanna Went, Vernon 
Fisher, Gerard Malanga, Letter from San Francisco, Joy Harjo, 
Gil Ott 
#13 Kathy Acker, Nancy Spero, James Purdy, Charles Gatewood, 
Elizam Escobar, Joseph Nechvatal, Lynne Augeri 
#12 FOR PALESTINE: Edward Said, Noam Chomsky, Sue Coe, 
Etel Adnan, Jean Genet, James Abourezk, labib Zudhi Terzi, 
Kamal Boullata, Eqbal Ahmed 
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